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USU to face $13 million more in budget cuts
By CATHERINE MEIDELL
assistant news editor

An additional $13 million in budget cuts
will be implemented in July, USU President Stan
L. Albrecht said at the State of the University
Address Tuesday in the Evan N. Stevenson
Ballroom. Tuition will be increased twice, totalling $6.5 million to deal with the cuts.
Though the fight through the recession has
not been easy and will continue to be a challenge, Albrecht ensured faculty and students
that USU has a bright future and many beneficial opportunities are in the making.
Though the economy is still struggling,
Albrecht said, “I am positive we will get through
this recession intact. We’ll get through these
cuts and be positioned to move forward.”
Albrecht said USU has faced enormous difficulties and “we don’t have the luxury of being
defeated.” He said he expects the recession to
affect USU next year and beyond.
Albrecht recapped the budget cut that
occurred last year. Round one is an ongoing
cut that took $6.5 million in the fall
of 2008. Round two was a
one-time cut of $5.7
million in January,
which resulted in the
five-day furlough.
Another furlough will
take place to ease the pains
of the budget cut starting
July 2010 – the days will
be spread over a 12-month
period. High-income staff
will take five days of furlough and low-income staff
will take two days.
Finally, round three is
an ongoing cut of $8 million that was initiated
in July. USU was then provided with $13 million from the stimulus package from President
Barack Obama but it will only be a temporary
fix, Albrecht said. Round three of budget cuts
was dealt with through the separation program

offered last year, which will be beneficial for
ongoing savings.
The stock market has bounced back and the
housing market is making “tentative” steps
forward, Albrecht said. In Utah, 82,500 workers are unemployed and 50,000 have lost their
jobs this year. There are 14.9 million unemployed Americans, but Albrecht said he sees
positive movement in education.
There will continue to be profound changes at USU, Albrecht said. The reduced income
will majorly affect scholarship opportunities,
faculty, tuition and department organization. In
total, 27 percent of the budget has been cut. The
majority of the cuts has been the result of the
76 percent workforce reduction, Albrecht said.
One hundred and sixty two positions have
been lost and three-fourths of them are
unfilled positions, voluntary separation agreements or shifts in funding.
“Any separation is critical to us,”
Albrecht said. “We are committed
to do everything we can to save
jobs.”
He said USU is affected by every staff
member it has

to say goodbye to.
An investment fund has been created where
$2.5 million of USU’s budget will be stored.
Albrecht said he plans on continuing with his
strategy of not implementing “across the board

cuts.” Each college will
be given a maximum reduction
target and will
create a plan
to reach it.
Some of the
reductions will
be alleviated
through an
investment
fund that
will be dispersed

Even though USU has lost many faculty
members, Albrecht said there has not been a
hiring freeze. Since the budget cuts, 35 assistant
professors have been hired and the faculty has
more than tripled in the last four years, he said.
Student enrollment is rising. The Living and
Learning Center’s occupation is now at 97 percent compared to last year’s 71 percent, Albrecht
said. USU is offering 40 degree programs and
will be even stronger in research once the
College of Eastern Utah merger is completed.
Construction plans for USU are still going
forward. Plans for the USTAR, College of
Agriculture, Utah Research Water Laboratory
and new business buildings are in action. There
are funds of $240 million for these projects and none of it comes from state
tax, said Albrecht. He said public
and private partnerships are being
pursued to create new revenue
oppurtunities. Synergies will be
created within some colleges and
the arts department could possibly become a college. A name
that is being discussed for the
new college is Caine College of
the Arts, Albrecht said. The
department also has the possibility of joining the College
of Natural Resources or the
College of Agriculture.
Albrecht ended the address
by consoling the junior faculty
members. Albrecht said he does
not want junior staff to be discouraged by these difficult times
o
p ho t
and expressed his gratitude
N
O
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L
for
the opportunity to work for
R
T YLE
higher education.
“The things we have the
opportunity to do here, simply do
through the plannot occur anywhere else,” Albrecht said. “Each
ning of the Budget Reduction Committee.
day I feel a great humility and honor to be at
Albrecht said, “Many units still have savings Utah State University.”
from the voluntary separation program that can
–catherine.meidell@aggiemail.usu.edu
be applied.”

Students to see changes in academic integrity policy
mise to some sticky issues,” Allgood said.
Representatives from the Records and Registrar’s Office,
administration, faculty and students were tapped to form the
new code.
A new section relating to academic integrity policy has
“The code was an absolute mess,” Allgood said. “Polices
been added to the Code of Policies and Procedures for Students
were
scattered in three sections and were applied differently to
at USU. Article VI, which took effect Sept. 3, revolutionizes
different
colleges and within departments.”
the way academic integrity violations, such as cheating, are
To make sure enforcement of the code was uniform,
reported and prosecuted by introducing the online “Academic
Brunson and Allgood met with the university’s attorney to
Integrity Violation Form,” as well as by allowing due process
rewrite the entire code. Old portions
for students and tracking across the university
were removed and sections were moved
for repeat offenders.
around. Allgood said Article VI is
“The code is a handbook of policies for our
“Part of the probcompletely new and it bears “no resemrelationship with our students,” said James
lem
was
students
blance” to the old code.
Morales, vice president of Student Services.
couldn’t
find
It was approved by the Student
“(Before), there wasn’t a section that provides
Senate and the Academic Standards
a compromise
the kind of clarity that this section does. The
Committee, after which it was sent to
honor statement (of academic integrity) was
to some sticky
the Educational Policy Committee. Once
just kind of assumed.”
issues.”
approved there, the Faculty Senate,
This lack of clarity was brought to the
Provost’s and President’s offices were
attention of the Associated Students of Utah
and it passed the Faculty
State Univeristy Senate in October 2007 by
– Scot Allgood, involved,
Senate
on
Jan. 5. The Board of Regents
HASS Sen. Nick West, a 2008 USU graduate in
committee
head
approved
the
code March 6, and then
political science.
it took effect following the first week of
Jeri Brunson, then-graduate student senathe semester.
tor, said West was “pretty fired up about it.
According
to
the
new
policy, violations to the code are
He was a real champion for student rights and very passionate
reported
by
the
appropriate
faculty member using an elecabout changing the code.”
tronic form, which records the allegation and suggested pun“Pieces of the code had been changed,” Brunson, a 2003
ishment and is then simultaneously forwarded to the student
graduate in physics, said, “but no one had ever gotten far
involved, the department head, the dean of the corresponding
enough along to fix the big picture.”
college and Student Services.
She said after West brought the issue to the Student
Allgood said the new code specifies that a student has seven
Senate, she researched it along with then-Science Sen. Brittany
days to respond, not including holidays and semester breaks,
Woytko. After reviewing policies from institutions similar to
and outlines a “clear step-by-step appeals process.”
USU and successful policies at prominent schools, Brunson
The 14th Amendment to the United States Constitution was
said, “We realized we couldn’t go it alone. We needed a joint
one of the fundamental motivators for the change, Brunson
effort. Thankfully, we found allies.”
said. It allows for due process as required by law.
The allies came in the form of a subcommittee formed
“We wanted to make sure every student was treated fairly,
within the Academic Standards Committee, proposed by
Committee Head Scot Allgood.
“Part of the problem was students couldn’t find a compro- - See INTEGRITY, page 3
By CHELSEY GENSEL
staff writer
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STUDENTS CAUGHT CHEATING will be entered into an online
system that will allow the university to track repeat offenders. This change
has been added to the USU Code of Policies and Procedures for Students.
STEVE SELLERS photo illustration
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ClarifyCorrect
The policy of The Utah
Statesman is to correct any error
made as soon as possible. If you
find something you would like
clarified or find unfair, please
contact the editor at statesmaneditor@aggiemail.usu.edu

Correction
A photo in the Statesman
sports section Monday, Sept.
14, in conjunction with an article about the USU women’s volleyball team, was mislabeled
as showing freshman forward
Rachel Feuz. Sophomore opposite hitter Emily Kortsen was
actually shown.

Celebs&People
LONDON (AP) – Prince
Harry turned 25 on Tuesday,
becoming an even more eligible bachelor as he gained
access to part
of his inheritance from
his mother,
Princess Diana.
The quarter-century
mark denoted PRINCE
a coming of age HARRY
for the flamehaired prince, who is third in
line of succession to the British
throne and possesses his mother’s sense of adventure and her
common touch.
The younger son of Diana
and Prince Charles spent his
birthday continuing his pilot
training in the Royal Air Force,
but he was hardly out of the
spotlight.
British media ran a flood
of pictures, showing Harry’s
steady progression from a toddler in short pants to an earnest soldier in combat gear. At
each step – with his easy smile
and approachable ways – he
reminded many of Diana.

NewsBriefs
Nevada gun permit law
sparks Utah protests
SALT LAKE CITY (AP)
– Utah gun owners are protesting Nevada’s decision to reject
concealed-weapon permits
issued here.
The Nevada Sheriffs’ and
Chiefs’ Association earlier this
year dropped Utah from the list
of states whose permit holders
also can carry concealed firearms in Nevada.
The association’s executive
director, Frank Adams, says it’s
because Utah doesn’t require
permit holders to prove their
proficiency with a live-fire test
on a shooting range.
Nevada requires a shooting
test and it requires that permit
holders from other states meet
substantially the same requirements as Nevada holders.

LateNiteHumor
David Letterman, Sept. 10,
2009. Top 10 South Carolina
Representative Joe Wilson
Excuses.
10. “Shouldn’t have gone tailgating before the speech.”
9. “Ashton Kutcher put me up
to it.”
8. “Was trying to impress that
hellcat Nancy Pelosi.”
7. “Thought I was in the audience at Maury.”
6. “Uh ... swine flu?”
5. “I’m an idiot.”
4. “Yeah, I accused a politician
of lying. What was I thinking?”
3. “I thought it was a roast.”
2. “It’s been weeks since a
Republican politician embarrassed the state of South
Carolina.”
1. “Nobody cared when
McCain yelled, ‘BINGO!’”

Police find person of interest in Yale murder
NEW HAVEN, Conn. (AP)
– Police investigating the slaying of a Yale graduate student
zeroed in on a “person of interest” Tuesday after keeping tabs
on an ever-tightening circle of
people connected to the medical lab where her body was
found stuffed behind a wall.
Authorities on the case have
been tightlipped almost since
the minute 24-year-old Annie
Le was reported missing Sept.
8, just a few days before her
wedding day. Police say they
have ruled out her fiancee, a
Columbia University graduate
student, but they have provided little additional information
– other than to deny reports
that a suspect was in custody.
On Tuesday, investigators
descended in large numbers on the home of a Yale
animal research technician
who lives in an apartment in
Middletown, about 20 miles
from the New Haven campus.
Le worked for a Yale laboratory
that conducted experiments
on mice, and investigators
found her body stuffed in the
basement wall of a facility that
housed research animals.
It was unclear whether the
technician was the “person of
interest,” and whether police
were giving the same attention
to any others who had access
to the lab where Le worked.
Detectives have questioned
more than 150 people, many of
them believed to be connected
to the busy medical research
building where Le was a rising
star.
Officials had promised
Tuesday to release an autopsy
report that would shed light on
exactly how Le died. But then
prosecutors blocked release of
the results out of concern that
it could hinder the investiga-

FRESHMAN DIANA STOIANOV, 17, and other students have a candlelight vigil for graduate student Annie Le at Yale University on Monday, Sept. 14. Le’s body was found in a medical building where
she worked, and police are now treating the case as a homicide. AP photo

tion.
Investigators usually have
reasons for keeping information secret during a criminal
probe, said David Zlotnick,
a former federal prosecutor
who now teaches law at Roger
Williams University in Bristol,
R.I.
Secrecy helps police confront possible suspects with
little-known evidence about a
crime and makes it harder for
them to fabricate a cover story.
“Having that information
secret or private helps the
investigators know, first of all,
what buttons to push on the
person, and it makes sure they
haven’t tainted the investigation,” Zlotnick said.
Le’s body was found
Sunday, the day she would have
been married on New York’s
Long Island. Her remains
had been crammed into a

wall recess where utilities and
cables run between floors.
The Le family issued a statement Tuesday through a family
friend, the Rev. Dennis Smith,
that thanked friends and the
Yale community for their support during their grieving. The
family also asked for privacy.
“The entire Yale community as well as our extended
families and friends have been
very supportive, helpful and
caring,” said Smith, speaking
for the family. “Our loss would
have been immeasurably more
difficult to cope with without
their support.”
Police now have a “person of
interest,” according to a state
official with firsthand knowledge of the investigation. The
official spoke on condition of
anonymity because the investigation is ongoing.
Authorities do not believe

Le was killed by a fellow student, and they have sought to
assure frightened students that
Le was targeted by her killer
– meaning that others were not
in danger.
Even as investigators and
reporters swarmed outside the
Middletown apartment complex, police denied they were
doing so. A man answering the
door Tuesday said the technician was not at home and
closed the door.
The secrecy surrounding
the case has bred confusion in
some quarters, and officials
have repeatedly denied media
reports.
“You guys made up the
fact that we had somebody in
custody, the media in general,”
New Haven police spokesman Joe Avery told reporters
outside the police department
Tuesday.

The lack of information has
also led to some measure of
fear at Yale, which last dealt
with a homicide in 1998 ‚Äî the
sensational and still-unsolved
stabbing death of 21-year-old
Suzanne Jovin about 2 miles
from campus.
Yale President Richard
Levin was more forthcoming
to Yale medical students, telling them Monday that police
have narrowed the number of
potential suspects to a small
pool because building security
systems recorded who entered
the building and what times
they entered.
Several news organizations
have reported that police were
interviewing a possible suspect
who failed a polygraph test
and had defensive wounds on
his body. At least one reported
Tuesday that it was the lab
technician in Middletown.
Along the way, various
media have reported that Le
was stabbed, that police found
her bloody clothes and that a
professor was a prime suspect
– virtually all claims unconfirmed by police or met by flat
denials.
New Haven police said they
would restrict information
even more in coming days after
an NBC producer was injured
Tuesday as reporters outside
the police department pushed
to surround a spokesman during a briefing.
The building where Le’s
body is accessible to Yale
personnel with identification
cards. Some 75 video surveillance cameras monitor all
doorways.
Her body was found in
the basement, which houses
rodents, mostly mice, used for
scientific testing by multiple
Yale researchers, Alpern said.

U.S. special forces target al-Qaida in Somalia
MOGADISHU, Somalia (AP) – The U.S. helicopters, guns blazing, swooped over a convoy carrying a
top al-Qaida fugitive in rural southern Somalia. Elite
commandos rappelled to the ground, collected two
bodies, and took off on a cloud of red dust.
The raid took just 15 minutes.
Saleh Ali Saleh Nabhan, wanted for the 2002 car
bombing of a beach resort in Kenya and an attempt
to shoot down an Israeli airliner, was killed in
Monday’s raid, according to U.S. and Somali officials.
The helicopter assault – rare in Somalia since
the October 1993 battle of “Black Hawk Down” that
was chronicled in a book and movie – underscored
Washington’s concerns that lawless Somalia is fast
becoming a haven for terrorists, including foreigners who want to plot attacks beyond the African
country’s borders.
Al-Shabab, a powerful local Islamist insurgent
group with links to al-Qaida, swiftly vowed retaliation.
“They will taste the bitterness of our response,”
a senior al-Shabab commander told The Associated
Press, speaking on condition of anonymity because
he is not authorized to talk publicly. Al-Shabab has
foreign fighters in its ranks and seeks to impose a
strict form of Islam in Somalia.
Three senior U.S. officials familiar with the operation said Nabhan was killed.
A fourth official said the attack was launched
by forces from multiple U.S. military branches and

included Navy SEALs, at least two Army assault helicopters and the involvement of two U.S. warships in
the region for months.
All the U.S. officials were hesitant to provide
details and spoke on condition of anonymity because
they were not authorized to speak on the record
about the secretive commando operation.
Sheik Ali Mohamud Rage, an al-Shabab spokesman, said Nabhan was wounded along with three of
his guards. Nabhan then was taken away by the U.S.
forces, “but we do not know if he is alive or dead.”
“They came under attack from six helicopters
and defended themselves for some time, but due
to the number of the attackers, who overpowered
them, and to the fact that they were unexpectedly
ambushed, they sustained a lot of bullet wounds and
then they were taken by the enemy,” he said.
Nabhan’s absence “will not affect our operation,”
he said.
Abdulkadir Sheikh Mohamed Nur, governor
of the Lower Shabelle region, said five militants,
including Nabhan, were killed, based on intelligence
reports. U.S. forces took the bodies of the dead and
wounded, he said.
Nur added that he welcomed such attacks but
urged the U.S. and other allies to inform Somali officials beforehand to “avoid civilian casualties.”
Joint Chiefs of Staff Chairman Adm. Mike
Mullen, in a confirmation hearing before the Senate
Armed Services Committee, declined to give any specifics, neither confirming nor denying the scenario

Utah school district to appeal ruling
SALT LAKE CITY (AP) – A
southern Utah school district
said it plans to appeal a Utah
Labor Commission judge’s ruling that its officials engaged
in racial profiling and prejudice when they rejected a man
from India for a substitute
teaching position shortly after
the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks.
Harshad Desai is a U.S.
citizen and native of India.
He moved to Panguitch in
Garfield County in 1992. In
August 2001, he applied to
substitute teach. A year later
he filed a discrimination complaint and learned about an
Oct. 24, 2001, school board
decision to reject his application.
Administrative Law Judge

Cheryl D. Luke found last
month that 58-year-old Desai,
who has master’s degrees in
chemistry and plastics engineering, was passed over in
favor of applicants with no
college education. Luke also
found that he is the only applicant rejected in at least five
years.
Assistant Utah Attorney
General Richard Bissell said
the district will appeal to the
Utah Antidiscrimination and
Labor Division appeals board.
Bissell said he thinks Luke
based some of her findings
on opinion and not fact and
didn’t correctly apply the law.
The district said it rejected
Desai for legitimate reasons such as concern over

his temper and evidence of
altercations with area teens.
But the commission ruled
those claims came from
“stale, petty” accounts from
a middle school math teacher
and school board member
whose children had repeatedly
harassed Desai.
The district also said that
after it rejected Desai in 2001,
he wrote a letter – comparing the district to Osama bin
Laden and alleging unfair
hiring practices – that was
perceived as threatening. Luke
ruled the board had no reason
to feel threatened by the letter.
Bissell said it’s “absurd” to
say the district racially profiled Desai.

laid out by Sen. James Webb, D-Va.
“In concept, these were special ops troops coming
off naval ships, taking out an element of al-Qaida
and returning back to its original point of origin,
which to me, if the target was appropriate, is an
appropriate way to use force against international
terrorism,” Webb said, adding: “Would you agree?”
Mullen responded: “Globally, we’re very focused
on this.” He said he would give details only in a
closed session of the committee.
The raid may not have been the first time U.S.
combat troops have been on Somali soil in recent
years, said Karin von Hippel of the Washingtonbased Center for Strategic and International Studies.
“I suspect that U.S. troops have gone in rather
stealthily since 2005 and 2006,” she told AP in a telephone interview.
The U.S. has not gone in force into Somalia since
the early 1990s, when it became embroiled in feuds
between warlords. In 1993, clan militiamen shot
down two Black Hawk helicopters that were being
used in a mission to capture warlords. Eighteen
American servicemen were killed in the fighting
in the capital in the battle, including one who was
dragged through the streets, prompting the withdrawal of U.S. troops from Somalia and hastening
the end of a U.N. peacekeeping operation.
If not for witnesses to Monday’s attack in southern Somalia, it might have gone unnoticed by the
world.

Zuri: Hogel’s baby elephant named

THE NEWEST RESIDENT of Utah’s Hogle Zoo finally
has a name. The zoo says the winner for its newly arrived baby
elephant is Zuri, meaning adorable or beautiful. Nearly 10,000
ballots were cast; Zuri picked up nearly half the votes. AP photo
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USTAR funds research to develop technology for education
By J.P. RODRIGUEZ
staff writer

A new USTAR funded team,
Interactive Design for Instructional
Applications and Simulations (IDIAS)
Institute, will further develop simulations and GPS-based platforms that
focus on learning and instruction.
The team received $2.35 million
in funds over six years from the Utah
Science, Technology and Research
(USTAR) initiative, said Brett Shelton,
IDIAS team lead and assistant professor for the instructive technology and
learning science department of the
College of Education. The team is also
led by Carolyn Cardenas, department
head of the art department; and Alan
Hashimoto, associate professor of
graphic arts.
Shelton said they will use much of
the funding for student employment
– both graduate and undergraduate
students – to help develop intellectual
propriety within the realm of instructional media and technologies.
“The students will be involved
with the design and development of
the technology applications themselves,” Shelton said.
IDIAS is working on two projects
at this time. One of the projects is a
multiplayer, virtual 3D environment,
to support training, Shelton said. It
is uniquely specialized as a learning
tool.
“It’s a game engine that holds
unique instructional features that
other game engines don’t support,”
Shelton said. “It has a specific nature
set of tools to support learning rather
than just strictly entertainment.”

The goal for the project is to
improve the Hazardous Emergency
Accident Training (HEAT) engine
previously created by Shelton and
Hashimoto, who first began working
together about five years ago.
Shelton said the HEAT engine,
which is comparable to those found
in today’s video game and military
training simulators, can be used to
build various applications for training
and certification purposes. While the
technology is as advanced as the latest
commercial engines available, HEAT
was developed at a lower cost, making
it a cheaper, yet advanced, alternative.
The other project for the team is
GeoBOB, a handheld GPS-based platform that will allow for the creation of
GPS-oriented applications for smart
phones and GPS-capable devices,
Shelton said.
Hashimoto said the idea behind
GeoBOB is to build a platform on
which applications for smart phones,
PDAs and GPS devices will be built.
The applications will use GPS coordinates to trigger events – media-oriented text messages, images, audio,
video recordings – on smart phones
and GPS devices as they near the specific geographical points.
The applications can have both an
educational use – as in walking historical tours – and a commercial use
to advertise for business, Hashimoto
said.
Shelton said a similar hand-held
unit was built by Hashimoto and
himself for the American West
Heritage Center, based on a Garmin
GPS device. The device had a gametype application that allow people to

Briefs
Campus & Community

Next HASS Hour guest
speakers announced

USTAR IS FUNDING a team called Interactive Design for Instructional
Applications and Simulations. The team is working on developing simulations and
GPS-based platforms that will be used for educational purposes. PETE SMITHSUTH
photo

participate on a game – one can take
the persona of a person living about
150 years ago – as they walk through
the various displays in the center.
The device was created by students in
his game development class. While
there are no samples of GeoBOB now,
Shelton said it will be a more robust
platform used for the development of
similar applications.
Hashimoto said what both the
projects have in common is that they
are working with existing technology
in which both he and Shelton have
worked together on for several years.
“(The team) provides this crossdisciplinary effort between colleges
and departments,” Hashimoto said.

“As far as I know, this is the first
project that actually includes team
members and key personnel not only
from across departments, but across
colleges.”
He refers to the partnership
between the graphic arts department,
and the instructional technology
and learning sciences department.
Hashimoto said while this is rare at
the university level, it is common in
private industries. It will give students involved the chance to see what
each discipline has to offer when they
work together.
“It is all cutting-edge stuff,”

- See USTAR, page 4

Living it up, and letting it go

Fall signals two things: the
beginning of school and the
launch of the football season, both
much anticipated activities by
many on university campuses.
In the first HASS Hour gathering at Utah State University,
Charles S. Prebish, head of USU’s
Religious Studies Program, will
use his unique insights to look at
“Religion and Sport: The Meeting
of Sacred and Profane,” his topic
for the Sept. 17 HASS Hour.
HASS Hour is a social and
intellectual gathering sponsored
by USU’s College of Humanities,
Arts and Social Sciences.
HASS Hour begins at 5:15
p.m., with the TimePiece beginning at approximately 6 p.m.
HASS Hour is held in the Event
Room at Hamilton’s Steak and
Seafood, 2427 N. Main Street.
Cost is $6.95 per person (plus tax
and gratuity) and is billed on an
individual basis.
For planning purposes, please
RSVP to Teri Guy in the HASS
office, 797-4072.

Next guest artist to
speak on ‘Captivity’
Wednesday, Sept. 16, brings
speaker for “Captivity”, the first
of the four Tanner Project themes.
Roger Shimomura, a Japanese
American painter and MacArthur
Fellow, will give a visiting artist
lecture in the Performing Arts
Hall, 7-9 p.m. Roger Shimomura’s
paintings, prints and theatre pieces
address sociopolitical issues of
Asian America. Much of his work
has been inspired by diaries kept by
his late immigrant grandmother for
56 years of her life.
A film screening of the Cats of
Mirikitani, co-produced by Roger
Shimomura, will be presented in
Old Main, Room 12, on Friday,
Sept. 18 from 6-8 p.m. The film
tells the story of 80-year-old Jimmy
Mirikitani, who survived the
trauma of World War II internment
camps, Hiroshima and being homeless by creating art. This documentary won the Audience Award at its
premiere in the 2006 Tribeca Film
Festival.
Please join us for these events.
Students are encouraged to participate in the events. The 2009-10
Tanner Project is an important
year-long, community-wide discourse on diversity. Call the art
department at 797-3460 or e-mail
scott.foster@usu.edu for directions
or any questions.

USU student wins
YouTube contest
ALLRED SINGS TO A FULL HOUSE Tuesday in the TSC Auditorium. The concert, headlined by We Shot the Moon, also featured The Record Life and
Mansions. PETE P. SMITHSUTH photo

Integrity: Code violators’ history can now be tracked across colleges
-continued from page 1
to make it easier for faculty and
more understandable for students,” she said.
Along with providing due
process, Allgood said the policy
has the advantage of giving
everybody accountability for
their actions. One of the unique
parts of the new system is tracking repeat offenders. Where
academic honesty violations were
previously handled within the
department, this tracks across
time as well as across the college.
Allgood said it tries to address
situations like a plagiarized
thesis or paper that is discovered
weeks or years later. The language of the new code states that
an offense can be reported and
then followed through “when
it’s discovered.” There is now the
option to expel a repeat offender.
However, Morales said
the new code is not due to an
ACADEMIC INTEGRITY CODE was changed in an effort to ensure students get treated “increase in problems. It’s just
fairly. The 14th Constitutional Amendment was one of the motivators for changing the policy, the reality of it being a different
said Jeri Brunson, who was a graduate senator when the code changes were made. STEVE
world out there, than even five,
SELLERS photo illustration
10 years ago. This section helps

to clarify expectations, given the
changes over the years.”
Morales said Student Services
regularly reviews student policies
to make sure they are current.
“Things change,” Morales
said, “and you’re going to see
this all the time, we listen to our
students and ask for the issues,
look for improvements. What
students should feel good about
is that Utah State has fleshed this
area out. It protects your papers,
your software, your rights.”
Brunson said that although
changing university-wide policy
is challenging, the new code is
something that will work for students and faculty.
“One thing I took away
from this is a real love of the
Constitution and what it means.
Everyone should get the chance
to see its concepts in action and
impact in real life,” she said.
Allgood, however, cautioned,
“Don’t cheat so you have to find
out how it works.”
–chelsey.gensel@aggiemail.usu.edu

A YouTube competition for
Glass Packaging Institute’s Recycle
Glass Week has awarded Tyler
Larson, USU senior in broadcast
journalism, $2,000 for his 30-second video promoting the recycling
of glass.
The video informs its viewers
on the positive effects that recycling one glass bottle or jar can
have on the environment. Recycle
Glass Week, scheduled from Sept.
21-27, is to encourage glass recycling throughout the country. The
video will be viewed by all those
who attend Recycle Glass Week
from Oklahoma to New York.
Larson said a friend of his told
him about the competition a week
before school started and decided
to tackle the project Labor Day
weekend. He said the filming
and editing process took him five
hours. On Tuesday, he received a
call congratulating him on winning first place. The second place
winner received $1,000 and third
place $500. This is the second film
he has submitted to a competition. The first one was for Student
Travel Association, which, had he
won, would have allowed him to
travel to various countries.
Larson said the $2,000 will be
used “toward furthering my education, which means I’m getting a
new camera setup.”
–catherine.meidell@aggiemail.usu.
edu

-Compiled from staff
and media reports
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Imagined by kids, built by volunteers

STUDENTS VOLUNTEER TO BUILD the Adventure Playground for the Whittier Community Center. According to the center’s Web site, the playground is a 100 percent disabled-inclusive park
built based on ideas from local school children. CATHERINE URIE photo

USU Wind Orchestra to present
annual Homecoming concert
BY USU MEDIA RELATIONS

The Utah State University Wind Orchestra,
under the direction of Thomas P. Rohrer, will
perform its opening concert of the season and
host the USU Alumni Concert Band, Nicholas
Morrison conductor. The ensembles will perform both separately and together in what is an
annual event as part of Homecoming festivities
at USU.
The Homecoming Concert is Friday, Sept.
25, at 8 p.m., and is presented in the Kent
Concert Hall of the Chase Fine Arts Center.
The concert is highlighted by a massed band
finale.
Admission for the event is $8 for adults, and
USU and school music students are admitted at
no cost. Those with questions should call 7973004.
The Wind Orchestra, the “flagship ensemble” of the USU bands, is a 45-member ensemble of the finest wind and percussion players
in the school, said Thomas P. Rohrer, director

of band in USU’s department of music and the
Caine School of the Arts. The orchestra plays
contemporary wind music as well as timetested standards from the band repertoire.
The Wind Orchestra performs two concerts
in the fall semester and three concerts in the
spring, and entrance is gained to the ensemble
by audition at the outset of each semester. The
ensemble has earned a reputation in the region
by performing at the Utah Music Educators
Convention and with two performances in four
years at the College Band Directors National
Association Western/Northwestern Division
conference in Reno, Nev.
Many members of the USU Alumni Concert
Band participate in the summer concert series
at USU, and return for this reunion during
Homecoming activities.
The USU bands’ schedule includes a concert
of distinguished soloists Nov. 6, the annual
“Sounds of the Stadium” marching band
concert Saturday, Nov. 21, the Tri-State Band
Symposium Finale Concert Dec. 5 and a holiday concert Dec. 6.

USU rocket team accepts $5,000 winner’s check
BY USU MEDIA RELATIONS

Representatives from ATK recently presented a $5,000 check to Utah State University’s
Chimaera rocket team – one of the perks of
winning the grand prize at NASA’s University
Student Launch Initiative competition in April.
The check was presented prior to the scheduled Ares rocket test fire on Aug. 27. Team
members had VIP seating for the test fire,
which was ultimately scrubbed due to technical
concerns at the 20-second mark. As grandprize winners, the USU team also received an
invitation from NASA to attend a space shuttle
launch at NASA’s Kennedy Space Center in
Florida in fall 2009.
The USU rocket team won the grand
prize in Huntsville, Ala., for the second year

in a row, beating 18 other teams, including
Arizona State University, Georgia Institute
of Technology, Vanderbilt University, Florida
Institute of Technology and Alabama A&M
University.
The College of Engineering’s 27-member
team of graduate and undergraduate students, including faculty mentor Dr. Stephen
Whitmore and graduate student instructor
Shannon Eilers, spent about 10,000 hours
designing, building and testing their rocket.
The team designed and built the rocket
while working closely with NASA scientists
and engineers, giving them the opportunity for
first-hand, real-world engineering experience.
“It was amazing to see the level of talent
that participated in the competition,” said Jim
Halsell, ATK Space Systems vice president.

Beat poets to visit campus
By RACHEL A. CHRISTENSEN
news editor

Beat poet Ani Mojgani will return to USU
with three contemporary poets from the group
Elephant Engine High Dive Revival Sept. 17, 7
p.m. at the Amphitheater.
Jo Olsen, director of Associated Students
of Utah State University arts and lectures, said
Mojgani likes coming to USU and actually asked
to come back this year.
Olsen said he was introduced to Mojgani
before the poetry slam last year.
“One thing that I am impressed with Ani
is he has almost all of his poems memorized,”
Olsen said. “A big thing with him is his passion
and delivery with slam poetry.”
The Amphitheater was condemned and only
recently fixed up to be usable. Olsen said he is
now pushing for more events to be located here.
The Amphitheater is located on Old Main Hill,
just southeast of the Old Main Building.
Olsen said he encourages everyone to attend
but to be aware beforehand that the poets may
use coarse language.
Mojgani is a two-time individual National
Poetry Slam champion, according to a USU
press release. Derrick Brown, Shira Erlichman

THE USU AMPHITHEATER will be filled
with the words of four beat poets from the group
Elephant Engine High Dive Revival Thursday at 7
p.m. photo courtesy of USU MEDIA RELATIONS

and Buddy Wakefield will also perform
Thursday.
–rac.ch@aggiemail.usu.edu

USTAR: Team started in summer
-continued from page 3

Hashimoto said. “It is stuff that is all up and
with the research. SVED is the department that
coming and hasn’t been fully realized now. It
oversees the nine USTAR teams at USU.
deals with media, and I think students are really
Shelton said IDIAS plans to hire several conplugged in with media now.”
sultants who live and work in Cache Valley to
Michael O’Malley, who does the public relahelp guide the projects. Many of them are USU
tions and marketing for USTAR and a member
graduates from the instructional technology and
of its governing board, said the goal of USTAR
learning sciences and the graphic arts departis to help the teams at USU and at the other
ment, who have the unique type of experience
research campuses to generneeded for his team.
ate research that will lead
Mendelkow said
them to create patents and
including
the new teams cre“(IDIAS) is about
licenses for new technologies.
ated over the summer, SVED
taking your traHashimoto said while
at USU manages a total of
ditional learning
he cannot give any specific
nine teams, which have
names, the team is forming
received USTAR funding as
ideas and adding
partnerships with groups
seeding money. That is, the
more media to it,
and communities who are
teams plan to use the money
and the idea of
interested in the type of
to get the research started,
research the team is working
and hire researchers, coninteractivity.”
on at USU.
sultants and other personO’Malley said the IDIAS
nel. After the research gets
– Alan Hashimoto, going, the plan is to obtain
team is one of three new
teams that were created at
associate professor of money from federal grants.
USU and received funds by
Shelton has already
graphic arts
USTAR over the summer. All
submitted a proposal for
three teams have been given
a grant from the National
a combined budget of $9 milEndowment for Humanity
lion. The budget will be used to hire new faculty and is waiting to hear from them. He says they
and personnel that will allow the team to keep
are eager to obtain grant money wherever posworking on its current research, and will allow
sible to further the projects.
it to generate both new research and further
“(IDIAS) is about taking your traditional
funding in the form of grants from the federal
learning ideas and adding more media to it and
government and other institutions.
the idea of interactivity,” Hashimoto said. “It is
Jacoba Mendelkow, public relations and
like going a step further. It’s not just about writmarketing specialist for USU’s department of
ing, and listening and watching, but it’s a comStrategic Ventures and Economic Development
bination of all of those, plus interaction, and I
(SVED), said undergraduate research is strong
think this is what the strength of (IDIAS) is.”
at USU, and the new team will provide “really
–jp.rodriguez@aggiemail.usu.edu
cool” opportunities for students to get involved
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USU looking
for statement
against A&M

TouchBase
3-on-3 tourney
to be held in
Logan Sept. 19

By ADAM NETTINA
staff writer

When the Utah State Aggies (0-1) travel to College
Station, Texas this Saturday to take on Texas A&M (10), the eyes of more than just the two schools’ fans will
be upon them. In fact, it could be said that the eyes of
two entire conferences will be upon them.
That is because Texas A&M is coming off of a
41-6 romp of New Mexico two weeks ago, dominating the Mountain West Conference middleweight
in every facet of the game. Not only did head coach
Mike Sherman’s Aggie team outgain New Mexico by
a margin of 606-202 total yards, but A&M’s previously maligned defense – which gave up an average
of 219 yards per game on the ground in 2008 – held
New Mexico to just 21 net rushing yards. Impressive
numbers, especially considering that two other Big
XII teams, Oklahoma and Colorado, lost to Mountain
West teams in week one of the college football season,
while Texas Christian defeated ACC member Virginia
in week two. With the victories, the Mountain West
Conference now sports three teams, BYU, TCU and
Utah, amongst the AP Top 25.
So what does all this talk of the Mountain West vs.
Big XII have to do with Utah State?
A lot, to be perfectly objective, as the seemingly
never ending debate over the Bowl Championship
Series format takes on another twist. As more and
more non-BCS conference teams win victories over
BCS conference schools, the idea that one of the current non-automatic qualifying conferences should
take the place of one of the weaker BCS conferences is
gaining traction. And even though such a possibility
remains remote, the charge to have a seventh conference added to the current BCS system – which grants
an automatic ‘berth’ to a high profile BCS Bowl game
for the winners of the SEC, Big XII, Big 10, Big East,
ACC, and Pac-10 conference – is not beyond the realm
of possibility.
But when it comes to the debate over which nonautomatic qualifying conference is the most deserving
of such an honor, there really is no debate at all. The
Mountain West has firmly established itself pre-eminent among the five non-BCS conferences, with the
first two weeks of the 2009 season merely confirming
what we saw on the field during the whole of the 2008
season. It was last year that the Mountain West had
its coming-out party for the entire college football
world to see, going 8-5 against BCS conference schools
during the regular season, while sporting three teams
(BYU, TCU, Utah) in the Final Top 25 poll. One of
those teams, Utah, won the Sugar Bowl in resounding
fashion against an Alabama team out of the SEC that
came within a game of playing for the National Title.
Utah State’s conference, the WAC, finished just 5-12
against current BCS conference schools in 2008 and
was just 2-5 against the Mountain West in head-tohead matchups during the year. With those kinds of
numbers, it’s no wonder Salt Lake Tribune writer Lya
Wodraska recently commented, “Utah’s matchups
with WAC teams have gradually evolved into nothing
more than convenient ways to fill the schedule.”

The streetball group
3-on-3 Live is bringing its
basketball tournament to
Logan.
The group will hold a
3-on-3 basketball tournament in the Home Depot
parking lot Saturday, Sept.
19.
Other contests include
a dunk contest, 3-point
shooting contest and oneon-one contest.
Over $1,500 in prizes
will be given away from
ICON, Ifrogz, Rockwell,
ZAGG and Pounders
Hawaiian Grill.
Registration begins at
8 a.m., with the festivities
beginning at 9 a.m.

McArthur
earns backto-back POW
BY USU ATHLETICS

DIONDRE BOREL, 12, AND MICHAEL SMITH, 34, celebrate after picking up a first down against Utah.
The Aggies will need much more production like that this weekend. TYLER LARSON photo

It’s not as though the Western Athletic Conference
hasn’t had its moments. Boise State and Hawaii both
crashed the BCS party in back-to-back years when
they went to BCS bowls in 2006 and 2007, respectively, but the conference’s so-called “middle of the pack”
and “bottom tier” teams haven’t held up their end of
the bargain when juxtaposed with similar teams from
the Mountain West. Utah State, which finished seventh in the WAC each of the past two seasons, could
be considered one of those teams, as they have not
scored a victory over a non-conference foe since 2005.
To make matters worse, the Aggies have lost to three
teams finishing in the bottom half of the MWC over

the course of the past two seasons, dropping decisions to UNLV in 2007 and 2008 while also losing to
Wyoming in 2007.
While the WAC is off to a good start in 2009 with
Boise rising to 10th in the latest AP Poll, the rest of
the conference still lags behind comparable teams
from the Mountain West in terms of national perception. Fresno State may have taken the first step to
changing that last Saturday when they nearly upset
Wisconsin, but ultimately only a strong showing
against a national power by a team like Utah State

- See STATEMENT, page 7

Lofty goals for the Aggies in 2009-10

MEMBERS OF THE USU golf team practice at the Logan Golf and Country Club. This year’s team
has aspirations of winning a WAC championship. CODY GOCHNOUR photo

By PAUL KELLEY
staff writer

The Aggies are coming off their best season in 10 years and
the team is in full swing in preparation for their upcoming season.
The first tournament for the Aggies is Sept. 19 at the Gene
Miranda Falcon Invitational in Colorado Springs, Colo. For many
golfers on the team this is one of their favorite events of the year,
and head coach Dean Johansen is hoping the Aggies will do pretty well.
“We are going to win,” said Johansen.
“I love Air Force, it’s probably my favorite course we play all
year,” senior Thad Truman said. “The course is the perfect condition and the greens are perfect, and it’s a good field in the tournament.”
USU’s main goal this year as in previous years is to win the
WAC tournament. The Aggies have yet to win a conference tournament since joining the WAC three years ago. Johansen thinks
this year’s team has the talent to compete for a championship.
“We have made it a goal as a team everything we do starting
from the first day of school is focused on a conference championship,” Johansen said. “Every day that we work out, every day that
we practice and every tournament we play whether it be at the Air
force Academy or Southern Utah, we are using that as preparation
to perform at our peak at the conference championship.”
Tyson McFarland and Truman are two of the five players who
return from last year’s team. Johansen feels they are going to be a
big part of the success for the Aggies this season.
“Tyson McFarland has two years of college experience and
endless amounts of tournament experience, and he has won

- See GOALS, page 7

Utah State volleyball
player Liz McArthur has
been named the America
First Credit Union Utah
State Student-Athlete of
the Week for the period
ending on Sunday, Sept.
13, it was announced on
Monday. The award is
voted on by a state media
panel.
It is the second straight
week that McArthur has
been named Utah State’s
Athlete of the Week.
McArthur, a 6-1 sophomore outside hitter from
St. George (Snow Canyon
HS) was named the Most
Valuable Player of the 2009
Fiesta Bowl tournament
this past weekend as Utah
State won the championship by defeating The
Citadel (3-0), Wyoming
(3-1) and host Northern
Arizona (3-1). McArthur
hit .360 (43-11-89) during
the tournament and averaged 4.30 kills, 1.00 digs
and 0.60 blocks per set.
Against NAU, she recorded
a career-high 23 kills to
go along with six digs and
three block assists.
For the week, Utah State
went 4-1 as it also defeated
Idaho State (3-0) and lost
to Utah (3-2). Overall,
McArthur hit .297 during
the week and averaged
4.00 kills, 1.44 digs and
0.67 blocks per set.
Thus far this year,
McArthur is hitting
.215 and averaging 3.75
kills, 1.42 digs and 0.61
blocks per set. She currently ranks second in the
Western
Athletic Conference in
both kills and points (4.29)
per set.
Utah State, which is
currently 6-3 on the season, will travel to Kent,
Ohio, this weekend to participate in the Kent State
Mizuno Open. USU will
begin the tournament on
Friday, Sept. 18 with a pair
of matches against Butler
and Kent State at noon and
5 p.m. (MT), respectively,
before concluding the tournament on Saturday, Sept.
19 against Robert Morris
at 9 a.m. (MT). USU will
be facing all three opponents for the first time
ever.
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Aggies top three
players returning
By MATT SONNENBERG
staff writer

JUNIOR ALEX THATCHER makes a return near the net during practice. Thatcher played in the No. 5 singles spot
last year for the Aggies, amassing a 8-12 record. CODY GOCHNOUR photo

The USU men’s tennis team is in
preparation for their fall season.
Optimism is running high for head
coach Christian Wright and an Aggie
team that returns a handful of experience from last year’s squad that finished with an 8-12 record in the spring
season.
Leading the way for USU is the return
of the team’s top three singles players
from last season in Jakob Asplund,
Bryan Marchant and Amit Maharaj.
“Jake obviously played No. 1 last
season and he’ll be right up there at the
top, I believe,” Wright said of the junior.
Asplund posted a 7-11 record in the
No. 1 singles slot during his sophomore
campaign.
Just like his teammate, Marchant
returns this season after also putting
up a 7-11 record as a sophomore a year
ago. Marchant began last season as the
Aggies’ No. 3 singles player where he
started strong with a 5-2 record before
getting bumped up to compete in the
No. 2 singles slot where he logged a 2-9
record to finish the season.
“He did a good job,” Wright said. “He
had a really good early part of the season and had a couple of big wins.”
Rounding out the top three returners
is Maharaj, who returns for his senior
season after going 5-15 in singles play
as a junior.
Outside of the top three, the Aggies
return one more player, junior Alex
Thatcher, who competed a year ago in
No. 5 singles. Thatcher was 8-12 last
season despite playing through some
injuries.
“He really had a strong finish to his
year last year,” Wright said of Thatcher.
Wright also said Thatcher looks to be
100 percent healthy at the start of team
practices.
Missing from last year’s version of the
Aggies will be the recently graduated

Mike Banks, who went 8-11 in the No. 4
singles slot a year ago, as well as Jordan
Barlow and Brandon Neilsen who have
both departed on LDS church missions.
Those two combined for a record of 810 in the No. 6 singles slot a year ago as
freshmen.
Among the newcomers for the Aggies
this year will be two freshmen, Jose
Limon and Sven Poslusny, and a junior
transfer from division-II Southeastern
Oklahoma State, Nikita Ryashchenko.
Wright said all three of the newcomers
will bring in talent and depth, while
Ryashchenko should be able to step
right in and compete for one of the top
four singles spots on the team.
Aside from returning plenty of experience, as well as some potential major
contributions from newcomers, Wright
is optimistic that he will see positive
things from his team this fall because
of the team’s physical condition to start
off fall practices.
“Everybody looked like they came
back in pretty good shape,” Wright
said. “I look for that to help us. Last
year we came in okay. We weren’t really
fit and then we played a lot of tournaments early and it just banged us up.”
The team will continue practicing
and conditioning for the next week as
they prepare to start the season at home
with the Utah State Open tournament
beginning Sept. 24 and carrying on
throughout that weekend. It will be the
first of three fall tournaments that Utah
State will participate in to get a feel
for where the team will be in preparation for the winter season, and Wright
believes his team is capable of reaching
their potential.
“Hopefully we can stay healthy and
keep getting fitter,” Wright said. “I
expect good things from this team, I
think they’re going to be very strong.
The depth is there and it’s just a matter
of us going out there, having a gameplan and sticking with it.”
–matt.sonn@aggiemail.usu.edu

USU rugby clubs hoping to improve on success
By DAN FAWSON
staff writer

Women’s Team:
The late Henry Blaha said, “Rugby is a beastly game
played by gentlemen.” Not at USU.
Led by first year head coach Dennis Kohler and club
president and player Vanessa Avila-Esparza, the USU
Women’s Rugby Club may still be unknown to some, but
not for long.
“Girls always say, ‘There is a women’s rugby team?’,”
Avila-Esparza said. “And then they always say, ‘That’s awesome.’”
“I can’t really put my finger on one thing,” Kohler said,
when asked why some girls on campus are drawn to a
physical sport typically associated with only the manliest of
men.
Kohler said rugby converts have ranged from soccer
veterans craving another competitive sport to girls with
no experience playing team sports, however, he thinks the
sports overriding appeal may have something to do with
the its emphasis on team play.
“Rugby, unlike other sports, allows everybody a chance
at glory,” Kohler said. “Any player can score, any player
can shine. In a sense, the game of rugby is somewhat of a
drug – once you play it, you have to have more.”
The Aggies, a Division II club in the Women’s Collegiate
Division of the United States of America Rugby Football
Union, are hoping a successful fall season will earn them
the opportunity to play for something greater in the spring.
The teacher in Kohler said he hopes the fall season will
help the players improve overall fitness, game knowledge
and individual skills, but acknowledged the ultimate goal,

saying, “Of course we want to play well enough to qualify
for the national championships.”
Avila-Esparza leads 11 returning players and a talented
cast of newcomers who are hoping increased commitment
to the team will yield greater results than in years past.
“In recent years there has been a lack of commitment
from some players,” Avila-Esparza said. “This year we want
everyone to put rugby at the top of their list, besides school
of course.”
Juniors Avila-Esparza and Hannah Turner, the club’s
vice president, along with sophomore Lyndsey Jackman, the
club’s secretary, are a few of the players who will be counted
on to provide leadership on and off the field this season,
but Kohler and his players stressed the importance of the
team over individual recognition.
“Right now, we all need to work on building a better
team,” Kohler said. “In the end, good rugby teams win and
lose based on how well they play together as a team.”
Avila-Esparza agreed, noting many of the girls have
administrative responsibilities associated with the club to
go along with their roles on the field.
“There are many ways to be a leader in our club,” she
said. “Everyone has a responsibility and we all work together.”
The Aggies opened the season this past Saturday against
the Salt Lake City Slugs, a very experienced community
team. The Aggies were unable to come away with a victory,
but Kohler was pleased with the team’s performance.
“I was impressed with all of our players,” she said. “The
new people fit in well, and the whole team meshed better,
honestly, than I expected us to this early in the season.”
Avila-Esparza echoed the coach’s praise of the Aggie

- See RUGBY, page 7

GET LOST!
(Bring a date, but no nibbling on the ears)

•
•
•
•

The largest corn maze in cache valley
The best deal around
unique maze design
located next to eccles ice arena

OPEN NOW

Mon-Thurs 5-11, Fri 5-12, Sat 2-12
Adults $6 Students with ID $5 Children $4
Call 435-755-5755
Check out our website at www.greencanyonfarms.com

2850 N 100 E

435-770-7547

Next to Eccles Ice Arena off Main Street Turn by Nate’s & Andy’s

A USU RUGBY PLAYER fights for yards during the Aggies first game of the season. The Aggies lost the game but played well. CODY GOCHNOUR photo
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Rugby: Popularity on the rise
-continued from page 6
newcomers, recognizing the
improvement that should come
as a result of the rookies having
a game under their belts.
“I would say it was a learning
experience,” she said. “Our next
game is this Saturday against
Colorado State, and now that
the new people have more of an
idea of what a game is like, we
hope to do better and win.”
The Aggies will play CSU in
Provo this Saturday, and welcome instate rival BYU to Logan
Sept. 26. Game time against the
Cougars is set for 11 a.m.
Men’s Team:
As of late, men’s rugby in the
state of Utah has been building quite the national name for
itself.
The Highland High rugby
team out of Salt Lake City won
their 19th national championship in the last 24 years,
last season. The remarkable
accomplishment may have been
overshadowed, however, by
“Forever Strong,” the documentary featuring “The Lord of the
Rings” star Sean Astin, which is
based on true stories about the
storied Rams program. Instate
rival BYU is also coming off its
first ever Division I National
Championship.
That’s all well and good, but
the Utah State men’s rugby club
is hoping to make a few headlines themselves, this season.
“I want to get to the playoffs,
beat the University of Utah and
give BYU a challenge,” said club
President Teddy Smith when

asked about the goals he has for
this year’s team.
As part of the Men’s
Collegiate Division II classification, earning a spot in the
playoffs will require the Aggies
to finish first in their six-team
league, something they fell agonizingly short of last season.
The Aggies finished the
regular season tied atop the
league standings with rival Utah
Valley University, but lost in a
tie-breaker game played on the
Wolverines home field.
The team will be led by a
stellar, physical group of forwards featuring Smith, Jeremy
Hanks and Jake Gunter. The
speedy Porter Macey will be
looked upon to provide leadership for the backs, and the team
hopes some talented newcomers
will help provide the lift they
need to get them over the top.
Smith said he thinks this
may be a bit of a rebuilding year
for the Aggies, but after their
opening tilt this past Saturday
against Weber State, some may
wonder if Smith wasn’t being a
bit too modest.
The Aggies traveled down
to Ogden and walloped the
Wildcats, 42-8. Macey and fellow back Kade Robinson drew
specific praise from Smith for
their efforts on Saturday.
“They did exceptionally
well,” he said. “Last year we had
problems with our backs, but
this year we can count on them.”
This Saturday the Aggies
will be playing in the North

and South Tournament held
in Pocatello, Idaho. Joining
the Aggies will be tournament
host Idaho State, Boise State,
Weber State and possibly a few
local club teams. Smith says the
North and South Tournament
will become an annual event,
changing venues each year.
In his time playing for the
Aggies, Smith says he has seen a
continual rise in the sport’s popularity on campus. The Aggies
first practice of the season saw
60-70 people show up.
“What’s really helping is
that it is starting to grow at
high schools in Utah,” Smith
said, noting many football players join rugby teams to stay in
shape, and some end up picking
the oval-shaped ball over the
pigskin.
While he is excited about the
increased interest in the sport,
Smith hopes rugby newcomers
recognize the transition to the
sport may be a difficult one, and
that it is important to stick with
it.
“We do a really good job
with recruiting, and we’re pretty
patient,” Smith said. “But, usually what happens is they get
nervous because rugby has
different terminology, or they
are intimidated by the hitting,
or they are afraid to make mistakes.”
“You can’t learn rugby in a
day. I’ve been playing for eight
years and I still don’t know
everything.”
–majerusforpresident@yahoo.com

Goals: Ags gunning for WAC title

SectionF

A different point of view

A

s badly as I’d love to be the first to
start talking about Aggie basketball in the newspaper, especially
with a bye-week for football and the soccer and volleyball teams out on the road,
basketball is just too far away for me to
not feel guilty about talking about it this
soon, so instead I’ll make this week’s
column a couple brief bits on football,
soccer and volleyball.
With two more weeks of practice
to work out the kinks, I’m as excited as
anyone to see the Aggies back in action
this coming Saturday. I burned last week
about how the team had only a few
minor things it needed to improve in
order to be competitive. Whether or not
they’ve really patched those holes up
will be shown Saturday. It could end up
being a very good day to be a USU fan as
Texas A&M, despite many people’s misconception, is far from the team they’ve
traditionally been. They were picked to
finish dead last in the Big XII South division this year, and I’m a firm believer that
the Big XII is currently massively overrated, so being forecast to be the worst
team among an overrated bunch doesn’t
exactly strike tons of fear into anyone
who’s really paying attention to things.
A&M is far from as talented of a team
as Utah is, however, their home field
advantage likely will make up for some
of that ground. This could either be a
breakthrough game, or another indicator
that USU has a little bit more ground to
cover before the blue Aggies are winning
these types of games. If nothing else, the
rest of the WAC this year outside of Boise
State has looked very beatable.
Soccer and volleyball are owed so
much more attention than they actually
receive from the students up here. The
women’s soccer team went undefeated
in WAC play a year ago and are off to
a solid start to this season in defense of

that title. Volleyball has been a program
steadily progressing year by year to the
point where they finally are holding some
solid preseason expectations this season.
This is all on a team that doesn’t have a
single senior on the roster, so the future
is plenty bright as well. They opened the
home schedule with a solid win over
BYU, lost a heart breaker to Utah a week
later and have been on a tear since then
winning four straight matches.
As far as fans go, I have been impressed
with the turnout so far this year for both
soccer and volleyball. Volleyball especially has had some impressive crowds thus
far, which head coach Grayson DuBose
has praised for making a difference in
the home matches. I dare say a lot of
the credit for the numbers of people
coming out should go to the HURD club
on campus, which looks to be working
toward shedding the stigma of being
just a club that offers a lot of free food.
If you haven’t been out to watch either
teams, I suggest giving it a try. Throw on
some blue and yell some mean things
at the opposing team, it can be one hell
of a time. If nothing else, warm up the
vocal chords for the inevitable thrashing
opposing teams are likely to receive once
basketball season starts.

WINDSHIELDS

MEMBERS OF THE USU men’s rugby team move the ball during a match the team played last season. Rugby is a growing sport at USU. CODY GOCHNOUR photo

Matt Sonnenberg is a
junior majoring in print
journalism. Matt is an
avid fan of Aggie athletics and can be found
on the front row of
every home football
and basketball
game. He can
also be reached
at matt.sonn@
aggiemail.usu.
edu.

-continued from page 5
more tournaments than the rest of the team has
played in,” said Johansen. “Any time you have
that on your team it’s a huge strength.”
Along with the team goal to win the WAC,
McFarland has personal goals as well.
“My personal goal for the season is to make
first team all WAC,” he said.
The only weakness this year’s team has is
how young they are, as only five of the 10 players
have experience as Aggies. USU is not going to
let the inexperience of the team stop them from
accomplishing its goals.
“I’ve got kids that like to work hard and want
to win. A lot of times it doesn’t matter how
much experience you have,” Johansen said.
One of the big strengths on this year’s team
is leadership. Truman is a leader and has been
with the team for two years and is expected to
help the younger players, Johansen said.

“I am one of the ones that has been here for
a while. It’s kind of my role to help the younger
guys along, to lead by my play and by the way
I act on the course,” Truman said. “I do view
myself as a leader.”
One thing the team is stressing is working
hard and not just on the golf course but in the
gym also. The Aggies pride themselves on being
one of the hardest working teams in the gym.
They mainly focus on core strength, stomach,
back and legs.
“Teams that are in better shape perform better. We walk 36 holes while carrying your clubs
on your back, you have got to be in good shape,”
Johansen said. “We are in the gym all the time.”
After the Air Force tournament the Aggies
will play Sept. 28 at the Utah-Weber State
Purple & Red Invitational in Layton.
–p.d.k@aggiemail.usu.edu

Statement: Playing for WAC pride
-continued from page 5
can change the idea that the bottom-tier WAC
teams are among the worst in the country.
That’s where this week’s game comes in, and
that’s why Utah State’s ability to stick with its
Aggie brethren could have resounding national
implications. The thing is, the Aggies – the ones
from Utah, that is – don’t need to pull the upset
to be successful from a conference perception
standpoint, and can turn heads around the
country by merely avoiding the kind of blowouts
they’ve been on the losing end of in the past.
Count ESPN.com senior writer Bruce Feldman
as one of those intrigued by the implications of
this game.
“They key for (Utah State) is to be competitive,” wrote Bruce Feldman in a recent e-mail to
The Utah Statesman. “When people see ticker
scores and notice a 63-10 kind of game it leaves
such a bad impression. Just hanging with A&M
would build a lot more confidence in the players about what the new regime is doing (at Utah

State).”
That A&M could dominate a traditional
middleweight Mountain West opponent like
New Mexico says a lot about the strength of the
Big XII, but it also could expose the idea that the
middle of the pack teams in the MWC aren’t as
good as we previously thought. For that to be
proven, however, the Aggies will need to show
that the WAC has taken a step forward, and that
means avoiding the same fate that the Lobos
suffered when they played A&M two weeks ago.
Considering how strong Texas A&M looked
in week one, it may be a little too ambitious to
expect a Utah State upset in College Station this
weekend. Yet with a good showing against the
seemingly resurgent Big XII power, the Aggies
can not only announce themselves as having
emerged on the college football landscape, but
they can help the WAC take a major step forward in its fight for national respect.
–adam.nettina@aggiemail.usu.edu
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From Logan To Jackson

By STEVEN CLARK
staff writer

Start with a helmet, add a state-ofthe-art carbon fiber bicycle, throw in a
sleek spandex suit and multiply all of that
by 206 miles and what do you get?
Anyone from Logan to Jackson, Wyo.,
could tell you the answer to this oddly
formed question. Sept. 12 marked the
day when 1,000 cyclists, both professional and amateur, showed up in Cache
Valley to embark on one of the most
beautiful – and challenging – courses in
the United States. The untrained rider
would call this a step below the fiery
underworld, but to the best trained athletes it is called LOTOJA. The LOTOJA
bicycle race is a nationally recognized
event where cyclists from all levels and
age groups pedal their way through
three states along 206 miles of pavement.
Starting in Logan, the riders meet
early in the morning in order to finish
before sunset. Bright, fluorescent and
spandex uniforms cover the entirety of
the street in downtown Logan. Sponsors
such as Lexus, Skull Candy, Spin Cycle
and others adorn the riders’ jerseys
as they mingle before takeoff. As one
Lexus rider put it, they were “just a
bunch of friends going for a bike ride on
Saturday.”
Getting a head start, the Fun Riders
left around 5:45 a.m., followed by the
men’s professional groups, then the
women’s professional groups and the
group of citizen riders tallied off the
remaining cyclists. Among the groups of
cyclists, there were many unusual teams
put together. For example, there was a
tandem bike team. In fact, there were so
many tandem bike teams that they had
their own category.
Along the seemingly endless ride,
there were seven rest areas – or feed
zones as they are known – where each
rider’s support crew meets them with
a baggy filled with food and an energy
drink. These support crews follow the

bikers to every feed zone possible. For
most pro-riders, the feed zone consisted
of a quick swig of water, a banana and
an energy bar, all while riding their bike
and not missing a beat in their pedaling.
Some didn’t even bother to stop for any
refueling at all in fear that they would
somehow lose their place. The only time
any pro-rider dismounted his chariot
was when nature called. A few spectators even got a glimpse of one pro-team
as they all stopped together along the
Snake River Canyon to take a group urination break before they continued their
ride.
Once the bikers hit the Salt River
Pass they faced yet another challenge
– King of the Mountain. This challenge is
won by being the fastest cyclist to climb
up the mountain. Easier said than done.
This challenge includes a 1,300 feet climb
in elevation in11 miles. One rider in particular, Ed Chauner, spoke of his experience climbing the mountain.
“It hurt big time,” Chauner said. “I
thought the King of the Mountain was
the guy who got to the top of the mountain the fastest from the beginning of the
race in Logan, not from the bottom to
top, so I used all of my energy to get to
the top and once I made the turn at the
top of the mountain I was spent.”
After that, the remainder of the race
was through Snake River Canyon, where
the scenery itself was enough to keep
cyclists motivated through the tedious
hills. The bikers’ saving grace when
exiting the canyon is seeing the Grand
Tetons tower over the valley. When
the riders see them they know they’re
almost there.
The final stretch of the race is a
sprint to Jackson. Coming around the
bend to see hundreds of support crews
waiting at the finish line gets the cyclists’
adrenalin pumping just enough to make
it through with one more burst of energy. For Cameron Hoffman of Clearfield,
being the first cyclist to see the screaming crowd was not a new thing to him.
“I was checking my legs with about
10 kilometers to go to get a good feel if

I could get in a good sprint or not and
I felt I could, but that’s about all I had,”
Hoffman said.
The 2009 LOTOJA was a three-peat
for the Biker’s Edge rider, who had won
both the 2007 and 2008 LOTOJA races.
“I guess I have a perfect record but don’t
confuse it with easy. This is never an
easy race,” he said. “There’s a dozen or
so riders that come out here ready. This
is what they came for and they are hard,
fast and charged up.”
Unlike the Tour de France, Hoffman
didn’t have a car riding next to him to
fill up his champagne glass as he crossed
the finish line, and he didn’t have women
hanging on either side of him on the
podium. Instead, he had bottle of water
in his hand, and his two little children
crawling on him while sitting in a lawn
chair.
The first tandem team made its way
through the finish line shortly after
Hoffman.
Tom and Jeanne Petzold, a husband
and wife combo from Detroit, Mich.,
took first place in the tandem bike category. Tom and Jeanne used to compete
separately until Tom was injured one
year and couldn’t compete, so he stayed
as a support for his wife while she raced.
“As a spectator I saw how good she
was,” Tom said. “I thought, ‘I have an ace
in the hole here, I need to take advantage of that.’”
“He surprised me when he bought
this tandem (bike),” Jeanne said.
Since then, the double bike duo has
on the last two races in the tandem category.
“This year was a race,” Tom said.
“The other tandems out there are very
good, and it took until about 25 miles to
go to get alone. Last year we were alone
from mile six (to the end).”
USU was represented well by the
USU Cycling Club President, Shane
Hohman. Hohman finished the race in 9
hours and 55 minutes, a good hour faster than his goal of 11 hours but like most
other riders, the trek was not a smooth
one.

“With about 25 kilometers to go, I
flatted out and had to exchange bikes
with someone else, which I was just told
is illegal,” Hohman said. “They can penalize me if they want. I don’t care. I got
a better time than I expected and I’m
proud of it.”
Logan had another hometown hero
in the race; although, he was almost half
the age of most of the riders in the competition. Jon Burton, a 17-year-old senior
from Sky View High School, finished
14th overall in the Men’s Cat-4 category.
Burton has been cycling competitively
since he was 15 but started his training
around 13.
“I started out by just doing my biking
merit badge in scouting with my dad, just
the 50-miler and that started my interest in cycling,” Burton said. “Then we
jumped up to 75 miles and then the year
before I first did LOTOJA we made a
goal to do 100 miles. And all that time I
had just a mountain bike with slick tires,
so it took us about 13 hours to do 100
miles.”
Apparently the bike made all the difference because Burton finished this
year’s LOTOJA in 9 hours and 37 minutes. This was Burton’s fourth LOTOJA,
all of which he has finished. Burton said
he plans on attending USU next year
once he graduates from high school.
Even though Burton will continue to ride
for Joyride, the bike shop located at 67
N. Main in Logan, he said he will always
give a shout out to his beloved Aggies.
As other cycling teams made their
way to the end, they all had words to
describe their feelings once crossing the
line. The feeling was generally the same
for every rider. The feeling of accomplishing something so much greater than
themselves is an overwhelming factor
that keeps these bike enthusiasts coming
back each year.
“It’s fun for us, it’s a big deal, it’s a big
family thing and there’s always great support,” Hoffman said. “This race, somehow, it just grows on you.”
–steve.clark@aggiemail.usu.edu
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staff writer

Saying goodbye is hard to do

Leilani Volkman lost her
father four years ago to cancer
and when the anniversary of
his death came up on Sept.
10, she said she started
remembering it all over
again.
“It’s still unreal to me
now,” Volkman said. “I remember walking into school and
everyone just staring at me. It
was so awkward.”
Volkman, a psychology major,
said her father was diagnosed six
years before he died so her family
had already accepted it. She said
her initial way of coping was to
“fake it ’til you make it.” She said
she tried to stay positive for her
family’s sake, but she also
became withdrawn, relying on her iPod to keep her
from having to interact with
people between classes.
David Bush, assistant
director of the counseling
center at USU, said it’s important for someone who is grieving to give himself or herself
permission to take time needed
to discover what helps and what
doesn’t and to be patient. He said
grieving is a very personal thing and
the stages are different for everyone.
“The hardest part is that you’re frozen in
this moment,” Bush said. “We have reminders
of that person every day. It’s a delicate balance
between moving forward with life yet staying in
the past.”
Anna Trappett, a registered nurse and clinical coordinator at Community Nursing Services
(CNS), has worked as a hospice and palliative
care nurse for many years and has seen the
grieving process over and over again.
In addition to helping patients and their families with the grieving process, she said it can be
a challenge for hospice nurses and volunteers to

i l lu s t

watch dying
patients. She said the
thing that helps is concentrating on the quality
of life they are helping the patient achieve. She
said it’s very rewarding to help the patients and
family enjoy the time they have left together.
Marilyn Teuscher, social worker for CNS,
said being with someone at the end of the person’s life has enhanced her appreciation of life
and time spent with loved ones. Teuscher said
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one of the things they do to
help hospice patients and their families with the grieving process is a life review,
where the patients and their family will talk
about their life, their children and their accomplishments.
Bush said many people find reading helpful, particularly books on grief. He said it puts
“emotional content into an intellectual realm,”

which is helpful since it’s usually
easier to deal with thoughts than
emotions.
Physical reminders of the
loved one can be helpful as well,
Volkman said. After her father
died, she said her mother took
all of his old clothes and
made a quilt for her and
her brother. She said it’s
nice to have something to
remind her that her dad
is still with her. Volkman
also suggested writing
down memories of the event
and person in a journal
before they begin to fade.
One thing that can be detrimental in a time of grieving is
to “ignore your basic needs,”
Bush said. When someone is in
the initial state of shock, he said
they may not be able to identify
what they need.
Bush said having a close
friend to remind them of the
simple things, like when to eat, can
be very helpful. And while counseling
may not be for everyone, Bush said if the
grieving process turns into a severe depression that begins to interfere with the person’s
ability to function, it may be time to seek professional help.
Volkman said the best advice for someone
who has friends dealing with grief is to “just
reach out and say hi.” She said not to be afraid
to ask them what they need, whether that be
distracting them or grieving with them. But
most importantly, she said to live life to the
fullest because loved ones may not be around
forever.
–becky.hansen.84@gmail.com

Taking a ride on the wild side
USU club hosts
local rodeo

By KIRSTEN REIMSCHISSEL
staff writer

To some, a rodeo is just a good burger, a date and a few
bucking bulls, for the USU Rodeo Club it is much more. Jeff
Wells, sophomore in animal science and secretary of the Rodeo
Club, said no matter the reason to attend, come support the
team.
The club is hosting the annual USU rodeo Friday and
Saturday, Sept. 25 and 26, at 7 p.m. at the Cache County Fair
Grounds. Students can pick up tickets in the Taggart Student
Center for $3 or at the gate for $4.
The money from the event will start the club on its journey
as it competes in several cities, from Pocatello to Cedar City, in
a number of events:
bareback riding,
“Rodeo is great, but
bronc riding, bull
riding, team roping,
we are here to go to
calf roping, steer
school.”
wrestling, barrel
– Jeffrey Hall, racing, breakaway
Rodeo Club adviser roping and goat
tying.
The club members work over the
summer at amateur rodeos and also at the indoor arena from
March to April to prepare for the events. This year, 24 students
will compete in 10 different rodeos for a chance to win the
national college title and a scholarship.
Jeffrey Hall, made his way through two doctorates by competing and winning in rodeos. In turn, he has helped USU students reach their goals in rodeo and education for the past 12
years as the coach and adviser.
Hall said the primary goal for the club is for the students to
get an education, which may differ from many other clubs.
“Rodeo is great, but we are here to go to school,” Hall said.
Students in the USU Rodeo Club hold a higher cumulative
grade point average than any other four-year college in the
country. Thirty percent of those who actively compete on the
team hold an average 3.5 or higher, and there are even a few
in the program who hold 4.0. Competition means brain and
brawn to represent USU at the rodeos.
However, a student doesn’t have to be a bucking bronco star
to be in the club. Ryan Silvester, senior in mathematics and
statistics and president of the club, encourages students to join
even if they do not know a whole lot about competing in rodeo

STETZON JU RIDES BAREBACK at the USU Rodeo in the Cache Valley Fairgrounds last fall. The club is hosting the annual
rodeo Friday and Saturday, Sept. 25 and 26, at 7 p.m. This year, 24 students will compete in 10 different rodeos for a chance to win the
national college title and a scholarship. CODY GOCHNOUR photo

events.
“Anyone on the team would be willing to help others learn,”
Silvester said.
To join, students need $20, an interest in rodeo and to be

enrolled full time. Students can learn and enjoy themselves in
the club without competing. For those interested, e-mail Hall at
jhall@cc.usu.edu or call 770-6774.
–chizelnews.1@gmail.com
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Pucker up and kiss your liberties goodbye
The truth behind the weird laws of the land
By KASEY VAN DYKE
staff writer

Laws are a fundamental part of society. They
keep us safe. They give us order.
But some laws are just plain
weird. According to www.dumblaws.com, it is illegal for a man to
kiss his wife on Sundays in Hartford, Conn. In
North Carolina it is illegal to sing off key. Odd
laws are found in every state, reaching all the
way to Logan, where it is illegal for a woman
to swear.
A system of laws has been in effect since
mankind took its first step. Rules have always
been a way of constructing a society out of
chaos. The first written code of law was the
Code of Hammurabi, which, according to Fred
S. Kleiner, author of “Gardner’s Art Through
the Ages,” is as old as 1780 B.C.
Finally writing down the laws made them
irrefutable, creating the first consequence as
well. The Code of Hammurabi, as translated
by L.W. King, had laws about thievery, slavery,

taxes, among others. The consequences for breaking the laws
included being thrown in water, jumping into the river, taking an oath and, in
severe cases, imprisonment.
The law today is, fortunately, different
from that of 1780 B.C. Society no longer pays
with corn or animals, meaning the laws had
to change. As the means of transportation
became faster, speed limits had to be erected.
As the world becomes more dangerous, permits and restrictions are placed on weapons.
Laws are vital to society, but could it really
be illegal to sweep dirt from a person’s house
onto the street in Idaho?
Capt. Steve Milne, of the USU Police, said

he believes most of these “dumb laws” are
myths. When asked about the Utah law that
states it is illegal to cause a catastrophe, he
confirmed its validity.
“This is a current law that can be
found in the Utah State Criminal &
Traffic Code (76-6-105),” he said. “An
example would be if you start a
fire that burns acres of land and
home. Among other criminal
acts, you have caused a
catastrophe.”
Milne also said
unnecessary laws
have been done
away with.
“I think
they have gotten
rid of the ones
that are outdated
and didn’t make
sense,” he said.
No matter the reasons behind laws,
they will always be

Playing the name game

Protesters compare Obama to Hitler
Let’s play the celebrity look-alike game:
However, the overall theme of the proWhich celebrity or historically significant test is to emulate the Boston Tea Party,
person do you think President Barack when early American colonists threw
Obama is most like?
three ship loads of tea into the Boston
Over the weekend there was a protest Harbor in protest against the colonists’
against Obama and the federal govern- right not to be taxed without representament in Washington, D.C., where tens tion.
of thousands of people were dressed as
So what does of the Boston Tea Party
American colonists and many played the in the winter of 1773 and the Tea Party
name-game.
protest held last weekend have in comSome Tea Party protesters felt Obama mon? Pretty much nothing.
is most like Adolf
The current
Hitler,
others
adminis tration
apparently
see
was
elected
Perhaps while trying to
him more as the
democratically
Joker from the
and voters have
justify why some protestmovie “The Dark
the opportunity
ers would associate the
Knight” and many
to vote for new
others seem to
representatives
president with a fictional
think he is most
every four and
homicidal character, other
like King George
two years.
III, the king of
To compare
protesters held signs rakGreat Britain durthe
current
ing the president across
ing the American
adminis tration
Revolution.
to a tyrannical
the political spectrum ...
Boy, did I miss
monarch, is not
the boat all togethonly insulting to
er. I was thinking
our governmenalong the lines of
tal system, it is
Denzel Washington.
also insulting to the American revolutionPerhaps while trying to justify why ists that fought against real oppression.
some protesters would associate the
A good majority of the protestors at
president with a fictional homicidal char- the Tea Party protests spoke out against
acter, other protesters held signs raking the proposed health care reform and
the president across the political spec- said they felt the current administration is
trum calling him everything from a fas- unfairly oppressing them.
cist – having ultra-conservative political
I support a good old-fashioned proviewpoint – to a communist – having an test, but comparing President Obama to
ultra-liberal view. Some insisted Obama is Hitler? Really? Hitler did his best to comworking with Muslim fundamentalists or mit genocide and orchestrated the deaths
even in the pocket of the Saudi govern- of millions of people, Obama wants to
ment.
provide health care for all Americans.

Street Speak
How do you manage stress throughout the
school year?
“Yoga and good
friends.”
– Isidra Marquez,
sophomore,
bioengineering,

“I make sure there
is a separation
between my school
life and social life
and make sure
there is a healthy
balance.”
– Jean West,
senior,
journalism

“I take a fun
elective class to
keep my mind off
school.”
– Blake
Anderson ,
sophomore,
business
administration

“I exercise.I play
tennis or any
sport. It calms me
down.”
– Sam
Butterfield,
freshman,
pre-med biology

photos and information gathered by Tyler Larson

What am I missing here?
I realize that every president since
Truman has, at one point or another,
been compared to Hitler. It seems the
level of anger has risen to new heights
this time.
When CNN news anchor Lisa
Desjardins tried to start asking protesters questions, rather than allow the
reporter to speak, the protestors began
chanting “Glenn Beck. Glenn Beck,” “go
home CNN,” and “tell the truth.”
Desjardins, who had apparently given
up on giving any real coverage, asked
the crowd what it thought of Joe Wilson,
to which they responded with another
chant, “Way to go, Joe.”
Such tirades and protests do not help
the country and I can only hope that if
there really is such a large movement
that demands a change in leadership
that everyone who protested turns up to
vote in local and national elections.
Don’t forget to go to www.aggietownsquare.com to let me know what you
think about the Tea Parties.

Seth Bracken is a
senior majoring in
print journalism.
Questions or comments can be sent
to him at seth.
bracken@aggiemail.usu.edu

created, changed and broken. When asked
what law students would instate if they had
the power, they had a wide variety of answers.
Parker Greene, sophomore in interior design,
gave her suggestion to supermarket owners.
“It should be illegal to leave your cart in the
middle of the parking lot or you get a ticket,”
she said.
Annette Hogge, sophomore studying public health, says she thinks more about laws
regarding her education.
“It should be illegal for someone to be
poor,” she said, “because then I would survive
college.”
A junior studying electrical engineering
and pre-med, Ben Oman, thinks on swimwear.
“A woman should need a permit to wear a
bikini,” he said.
Finally, Andrew Grewe, senior majoring in
public relations, targeted a popular Web site.
“Overly personal Facebook updates should
be banned,” he said.
–k.vandyke@aggiemail.usu.edu
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Editor in Chief
Patrick Oden

The hole gets deeper

n Tuesday’s State of the University Address,
President Stan Albrecht addressed the dark
financial times and pointed toward a brighter
future. The university has passed through difficult budget cuts, faculty losses and tuition
increases on its way to a more secure financial
footing.
Before that happens, however, the university
will face $13 million dollars in further cuts this July.
Albrecht said this will majorly affect, among other
things, scholarship opportunities, faculty, tuition
and department organization.
For the USU employee, that means the same
work spread across fewer positions, fragile departments and another mandatory furlough.
For the USU student, that means higher costs,
less hope of financial aid and diminished faculty
support.
Albrecht spoke of three rounds of budget cuts
– ongoing and one-time reductions to an already
shallow pool. For some hungry students, these
three rounds will feel like three strikes as the everlooming threat of next year’s tuition has yet to
show its face. Nationally, the stock and housing
markets are showing signs of improvement but it
is unlikely that when the trend reaches Logan the
change in our paychecks will match the dues at
the Registrar’s Office.
It is no one’s fault and there is no one to blame.
We merely find ourselves in a harsh economic
reality and Albrecht and the rest of the administration are certainly trying their best to calm the
storm. At the same time, it’s hard to tell that to the
men and women who have lost their jobs or the
students who are struggling to pay for their education. Countless faculty positions remain unfilled
as departments scuttle to get by and provide the
same level of academic value that befits USU,
while students worry about their current and
future income.
Even so, USU moves on: enrollment is up, the
Living and Learning Center 97 percent full, substantial construction projects are under way, there
is talk of new colleges and departments and we
will soon welcome the College of Eastern Utah
into our big happy family. In many ways we should
count ourselves lucky that we are part of an institution that believes in preserving what is good, even
when there’s no clear means to do so. We believe
Albrecht when he says that the university is committed to saving jobs and helping students, and we
can only plead for that commitment to continue.
The university is certainly preparing for a brighter future. Hopefully when it comes there will be
someone left to see it.
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his summer, a mildewed, cream-colored copy of a 45-year-old novel saved
me from a whopping midcareer crisis.
My decade of devotion to teaching high
school literature – years that brought me
an intense sense of professional reward,
much more so than my previous 10 years
as a college instructor – was in peril. But Bel
Kaufman’s “Up the Down Staircase,” a 1964
portrait of a 20-something English teacher
striving to bring literary passion to the students crowding her New York City public
school classroom, came to the rescue like no
professional development seminar I had ever
attended.
Staring at the red letters outlined in black
on the book’s cover, I remembered the
catchy title from my childhood, with no idea
what it referred to. Although the book hit
the best-seller list, was translated into 16 languages and became a movie starring Sandy
Dennis, I missed it.
I never heard, despite years of banter
with colleagues about favorite books, that
“Staircase” was the classic portrait of an

Web Editor

T

English teacher’s struggles with school
bureaucracy, with students up and down the
axis of caring to couldn’t-care-less, and with
her inner self as she strives to do a job that
asks everything – oversee, organize, proctor,
chaperone, coach – except the thing she’s
there to do: teach.
The novel poses the question that still
haunts many an English teacher: Should I
stay and fight on behalf of literature, or go
earn money at a job with intellectual challenges, edible food, bathroom breaks and a
blissful absence of school bells?
This was the dilemma ruining my sleep.
Even though as a private-school teacher I
benefited from small class sizes, the multitasking high school grind was dragging me
down. My daily rounds included five literature classes with roughly 10 minutes to
review assigned books before class. That
was all the time I had to prepare lessons and
grade papers too. In between 250 minutes

- See TEACHERS, page 13
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As a matter of faith

M

Mark Vuong

The cure for teachers, Read on

Leave your comments at

ost issues concerning religion, be they theological,
practical or otherwise,
are pondered in the quiet halls of
churches and academia. Men of
profound faith, or none at all, sift
through rooms of books and papers
looking for answers to the questions burning in their souls. Much of
this work is carried on and finished
without much fanfare in the public
eye. Some issues, however, come
raging forth like an inferno, and plant
themselves firmly in our social and
cultural consciousness. One of those
issues is sex.
When I examine the sex debate
at its core, I feel like I’m watching
a PETA luncheon at Famous Dave’s
BBQ. One side wants to claim that
sex is merely a natural instinct and
people are just going to do it. The
other side seems to want sex only
within the strict confines of marriage. Otherwise it is a vice of the
flesh that will banish mortals from
the good graces of their respective
faiths. These two sides appear more
polarized in debate than Congress,
and it’s only gotten worse since the
Pope’s remarks on birth control a
year ago. Something keeps digging
at me though. Aren’t they essentially
saying the same thing?
The arguments from both the reli-

Tim Olsen

gious and secular aisles seem to
suggest that sex is just a physical
matter. Whether they are condemning or embracing, it is irrelevant.
Sex is apparently grounded in physical pleasures and animal instincts
and religion should have no part in
it. The only consequence for the
secular side is pregnancy or disease,
while various religions add hellfire
for emphasis. I guess there is some
truth to this line of reasoning. After
all what is gang graffiti but a human
attempt at smearing crap on an
object to say, We were here? Neither
side seems to make a good case for
itself though. Flowery words from
the pulpit about chastity fall dead in
the light of Charles Brinton or Father
Stefanoni. The hellish situation in
Africa condemns both sides quickly,
from the animalistic gang rapes of
the Janjaweed to correctional sexual
assault of lesbians in South Africa.
The rhetoric of liberation and condemnation is empty noise in the face
of tragedy committed on both ends.
I’ve watched this almost surreal
battle of futility go on my whole life.
Each side blames the other for the
problems while making the same
point. Mainstream media seems content to fill every newsstand with
the extremities instead of real dialog. It’s really more of a psychosis

than anything else. I wondered for
years about whom to believe, and
watched friends grow up in depravity or confusion. None of us knew
what to trust, and some fell deep
into despair. After much reflection
and personal experience, I finally
decided to stop chasing the ghost.
Such division of sex and faith has led
to great suffering. Couldn’t there be
something more?
Indeed there is, and it comes
from seeing religion and sex for
what they are. Religion isn’t just a
way to explain scientific phenomena, and sex isn’t merely swapping
fluids under hormonal duress. They
are both about the complexity of
human relationships, with the divine
and with each other. They are forms
of deep connectivity with what is
outside of ourselves, both individuals and mortal beings in general.
Sexual relationships, as I’ve experienced, are no different than relationships with the divine. They are ones
of inquiry, mystery, discovery and
profound intimacy.
Many religious cultures around
the world have embraced this coalition of sex and divinity through their
ritual and philosophy. The late Pope
John Paul II wrote an incredibly prosex book called “Man and Woman,
He Created Them: A Theology of
the Body.” He described sex as a
gift between lovers that should be
cherished and enjoyed. The Vikings

viewed the fertility of women as
the cup of life and creation, not
simply reproduction. Various shamanic faiths, including some forms
of Hinduism, consider sexual and
spiritual energy to be much the same
and just as powerful as each other.
Even the humor and absurdity of
sexual experience is seen in millennia old consummation ceremonies – what Islam sometimes calls
the “Ruhksati” or “Dukhul” – where
the newlyweds’ freshly stained bedsheets were paraded around town
for a jubilant crowd to behold.
Sex and religion hold enormous
value in our lives for the same reasons, and sadly they are both misunderstood and used for evil. But
my experiences, some being lessons
hard learned, have shown me the
truth of this issue. Sex is a bodily
function but like religion it is still a
matter of the heart and soul.
Will Holloway is a
senior majoring
in philosophy.
His column
will appear
every other
Wednesday.
Comments
can be sent
to will.r.h@
aggiemail.
usu.edu

Karlie Brand

About letters

• Letters should be limited to 400 words.
• All letters may be
shortened, edited or
rejected for reasons
of good taste, redundancy or volume of
similar letters.
• Letters must be
topic oriented. They
may not be directed
toward individuals.
Any letter directed to
a specific individual
may be edited or not
printed.
• No anonymous letters will be published.
Writers must sign all
letters and include a
phone number or email address as well
as a student identification number (none of
which is published).
Letters will not be
printed without this
verification.
• Letters representing
groups – or more
than one individual
– must have a singular
representative clearly
stated, with all necessary identification
information.
• Writers must wait 21
days before submitting successive letters
– no exceptions.
• Letters can be hand
delivered or mailed
to The Statesman in
the TSC, Room 105,
or can be e-mailed to
statesman@aggiemail.
usu.edu, or click on
www.aggietownsquare.com for
more letter guidelines
and a box to submit
letters. (Link: About
Us.)

Online poll
Budget cuts loom on the
horizon for Utah State
University once again
and threaten to affect
tuition rates for students.
Would you rather?
•

Pay more tuition
and keep classes
and professors that
have been cut

•

Pay the same tuition
but loose classes
and professors

•

Compromise somewhere in between

Visit us on the Web at
www.aggietownsquare.
com to cast your vote.
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Teachers: Read on
-continued from page 12

of instruction each day, the “free periods” were a mind-numbing dash from
students’ questions to parents’ e-mails
to administrative duties. Throw in, too,
the daily troubleshooting: investigating
a case of plagiarism, fixing the Xerox
machine (again), explaining to the girl
texting during class why she is going to
the discipline committee.
All this, plus the biggest problem
of all: how, while on the run, to instill
passion for serious literature in a generation of students with a shrinking
interest in reading, as iPods, Facebook
and YouTube consume their mental
universe.
A month after I read Kaufman’s
novel this summer, a stroke of lucky
networking landed me in her New York
City office. There I received the most
inspiring wisdom on education that had
come my way in many years.
Now 98, Bel taught English in New
York City public schools from the 1930s
to the 1960s. But she spoke about
teaching as if she had retired yesterday.
I asked her about the conflicts that
fueled her novel. Her answer – the
absence of time to teach – was something I had uttered more than once.
“Parents have no idea,” she bellowed.
“Look, we are good teachers. We’re

inspired and inspiring teachers. Schools
don’t let us teach!”
That is precisely the challenge of
the protagonist, Sylvia Barrett, at Bel’s
fictional Calvin Coolidge High. An idealist devoted to poetry and her students’ well-being, Miss Barrett learns
that teaching teens – which she once
thought of as a matter of knowledge
and enlightenment – is, more accurately, an improvised sprint through administrative memos, student reports, faculty
meetings and chaperoning duties. “All
our hours and minutes are accounted
for, planned for, raced against,” she
laments.
Sylvia’s struggle helped me realize
how a decade of professional development workshops — afternoons spent
in dutiful analysis of “formative assessment,” “differentiated instruction”
and “curriculum mapping” — missed
another of Bel’s central insights: that
the human encounter between teacher
and student is often a more powerful
teaching tool than the academic content on a paper or test.
True to her profession, Bel made her
point through stories. She recalled a former student who saved a graded essay
all her life because her teacher, Bel, had
written something about her personality that she treasured. She talked about
a young man about to quit school
– failing all his subjects but science
– to whom she gave her own hardcover copy of Paul de Kruif’s “Microbe

Ask Miss Jones
Dear Miss Jones,
Before coming to USU I had a serious boyfriend for two
years. Because he doesn’t go to school here I decided to
break it off with him so that I wouldn’t have to deal with
all the drama that comes with a long distance relationship.
I assumed I would meet tons of cool guys who I’d want to
date but I can’t seem to catch anyone’s attention. I’m starting
to think I made a huge mistake by breaking up with my ex.
What should I do?
Sincerely, Bedazzle Lacker.
Dear Bedazzle Lacker,
First off, way to go! It’s great to hear about a girl taking
initiative with her love life, too often young girls (especially
in Utah) settle for what first comes along. I remember my
first serious boyfriend. We began dating during my junior
year of senior high school. He was the varsity football captain, star basketball player as well as shortstop for the varsity
baseball team. He was tall, with smokey blue eyes and had
abs you could bounce a nickle off. Just after my senior year
of high school began he decided to break up with me. Two
weeks later he began dating this floozy who had just moved
to town and was the captain for the cheerleadering squad.
I was heartbroken and thought that I had lost my soul mate.
Half way through the year, she got pregnant. They married.
He quit the baseball team so he could work for his father at
the local car dealership. He lost his scholarship for the state
college for quitting the team. I saw them both at my 15-year
high school reunion. He was balding, overweight and unhappy, as was she (minus the balding). The point of the story is
never to regret something that you can’t change.
You made your decision to become independent. Now for
heaven’s sake stick with it! If you think about it, you just got
out of a two-year relationship, maybe it isn’t Bedazzle you’re
missing, maybe it’s the fact you’re still walking around wearing the necklace your ex gave you with those foolish looking
white speakers in your ears and your eyes averted from the
boy that has been checking you out from 100 yards off. I
imagine you’re now quite good at giving off the impression
that you’re taken, so go outside your comfort zone, bob your
hair, wear that flapper’s dress and walk with the confidence
that invites conversation.
Here is my final piece of advice: don’t be one of those
typical USU girls that gets married halfway through their
sophomore year. Go enjoy the opportunity you’re blessed
to have by attending college. Take a welding class or go on a
date with someone you normally wouldn’t.
As Benjamin Franklin, one of America’s
most influential founding fathers, once
said, “Either write something worth
reading or do something worth writing.”
Good luck and remember: “With as
many times as Miss Jones has been
around the block, her directions
must be good.”
E-mail your questions to be
answered by Miss Jones to
statesman.miss.jones@gmail.
com

Hunters,” hoping that this book might
change
his mind.
In September,
back
orority
Recruitment
— Sept
®
at school,
the
boy
told
Bel:
“No,
I
9
never
read
the
book.
But
you
gave
me
Theme: “Our Focus on
yourPhilanthropy”
own hardcover copy. That’s why
I’m here.” Like an actress closing a
Time: Choose one: 6:00 pm, 6:45
soliloquy, Bel murmured: “That’s what
pm, 7:30 pm
reaches them. Caring enough. Caring.
Location: Meet in the Sunburst
Never
read the book, but came back.”
Lounge, TSC
These
words confirmed my faltering
Fraternity
Recruitment
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about learning
that sticks: that
— Sept
9/10/11 moments when
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remember
Enjoy meeting the member of
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Studentconnec-Sorority Recruitment — Sept 9 Student Center
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Softening
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2nd Floor
Bel Register
made sure
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pm
on-line:
www.usu.edu/
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many years of literary instruction:
“to point the way to something that
should forever lure them, when the
TV set is broken and the movie is over
and the school bell has rung for the last
time.”
You don’t have to look far for teachers who will agree with her. What can
teachers do? I suggest carrying forward
the spirit of “Staircase.” Like Sylvia, we
have an eagerness to teach. Like Bel,
we need to speak out – unabashedly
www.bridalfaire.org
and insistently – for the time to craft the
quality instruction that our students will
Saturday, September 19, 2009
actually remember.

BRIDAL FAIRE
Saturday

Sept 19
At USU

10:00 To 5:00

This column originally appeared in
the Sept. 15 issue of The Washington
Post. The author, Nancy Schnog,
teaches English at the McLean School in
Potomac, Md. schnog@earthlink.net

Fashion Show 12:00 & 2:30

Free Admission  Free Parking  Many Prizes
A Bridal Faire Production

For more information call:

7536736

Cosponsored by:

World&Nation
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NewsBriefs
Maze to feature Larry
H. Miller’s image
LEHI (AP) – A fall tradition
will commemorate the late
owner of the Utah Jazz.
The Cornbelly’s Corn
Maze and Pumpkin Fest at
Thanksgiving Point will feature
a labyrinth in the a likeness of
Larry H. Miller, who died in
February at age 64.
Maze designer Brett Herbst
says he wanted the design something that was significant in
the state and Miller was an easy
choice.
The maze will cover about 12
acres and opens Sept. 25.
Thanksgiving Point also
plans to host a Larry H. Miller
Appreciation Day on Sept. 28.

LDS c hurch releases
Spanish-language
Bible edition
SALT LAKE CITY (AP)
– The Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-day Saints is publishing
a Spanish-language edition of
the Bible.
It’s the first time the
Mormon church has published
an edition of the Bible in a language other than English.
The new edition became
available starting on Monday.
Utah is home to more than
120 Spanish-language LDS
wards and branches. Spanish
speakers make up a major
part of the church’s worldwide
membership.
The church says a print run
of 800,000 copies has already
been completed.

Drive-thru flu shot
clinics in S. Utah
CEDAR CITY (AP) – The
Southwest Utah Public Health
Department will offer drivethrough flu shots later this
month in three southern Utah
towns.
Drivers will line up, then
roll down their windows and
roll up their sleeves in Cedar
City, Beaver and St. George on
Sept. 26. A drive-thru clinic
also will be held on Oct. 1 in
Panguitch.
The drive-thru shot costs
$25 or is free under certain
medical plans.
The “Flu Shoot-Out” also
lets emergency responders
practice skills that would be
needed during a mass vaccination.
The events are for the seasonal flu vaccine only, not a
swine flu vaccine.
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“Dirty Dancing” star Swayze dies
LOS ANGELES (AP)
– Patrick Swayze personified
a particular kind of masculine
grace both on and off screen,
from his roles in films like
“Dirty Dancing” and “Ghost”
to the way he carried himself
in his long fight with pancreatic cancer.
Swayze died from the
illness on Monday in Los
Angeles, his publicist said. He
was 57.
“Patrick Swayze passed
away peacefully today with
family at his side after facing
the challenges of his illness for
the last 20 months,” Annett
Wolf said in a statement
Monday evening. She declined
to give details.
Fans of the actor were
saddened to learn in March
2008 that Swayze was suffering from an especially
deadly form of cancer. He
continued working despite the
diagnosis, putting together
a memoir with his wife and
shooting “The Beast,” an A&E
drama series for which he had
already made the pilot.
Swayze said he chose not
to use painkillers while mak-

ing “The Beast” because they
would have taken the edge off
his performance. The show
drew a respectable 1.3 million
viewers when the 13 episodes
ran this year, but A&E said
it reluctantly decided not to
renew it for a second season.
When he first went public
with the illness, some reports
gave him only weeks to live,
but his doctor said his situation was “considerably more
optimistic” than that. Swayze
acknowledged that time might
be running out given the grim
nature of the disease.
“I’d say five years is pretty
wishful thinking,” Swayze
told ABC’s Barbara Walters in
early 2009. “Two years seems
likely if you’re going to believe
statistics. I want to last until
they find a cure, which means
I’d better get a fire under it.”
And that’s exactly what
he did. In February, Swayze
wrote an op-ed piece in the
Washington Post titled, “I’m
Battling Cancer. How About
Some Help, Congress?” in
which he urged senators and
representatives to vote for the
maximum funding for the

National Institutes of Health
to fight cancer as part of the
economic stimulus package.
He also appeared in the
September 2008 live television
event “Stand Up to Cancer,”
where he pleaded: “I keep
dreaming of a future, a future
with a long and healthy life,
a life not lived in the shadow
of cancer, but in the light. ...
I dream that the word ‘cure’
will no longer be followed by
the words ‘is impossible.’”
Celebrities and fans
inspired by Swayze’s struggle
poured out their condolences,
including C. Thomas Howell,
who costarred with Swayze in
“The Outsiders,” ‘’Grandview
U.S.A.” and “Red Dawn.”
“I have always had a special
place in my heart for Patrick,”
he said. “While I was fortunate enough to work with
him in three films, it was our
passion for horses that forged
a friendship between us that I
treasure to this day.”
Others used Twitter to
express their sadness, and
“Dirty Dancing” was a top
trending topic Monday night,
trailed by other Swayze films.

ACTOR PATRICK SWAYZE APPEARS as adventurer
Allan Quatermain in this June 12, 2004 photo, for a scene from the
Hallmark Channel’s remake of “King Solomon’s Mines.” AP photo

Iraqi shoe thrower released from prison, says he was tortured
BAGHDAD (AP) – The Iraqi reporter
who threw his shoes at former President
George W. Bush in protest was freed
from prison on Tuesday and, unrepentant, he harshly condemned the U.S.
presence in his country and accused
authorities of torturing him.
Muntadhar al-Zeidi’s stunning act of
protest in December made him a hero
for many in and outside Iraq. It struck
a chord with millions in the Arab and
Muslim worlds who have been captivated and angered by daily images of
destruction and grieving since the U.S.led invasion of Iraq in 2003.
But nine months later, there was
little public outpouring of support for
him, a sign of how things have changed.
Since the incident, U.S. forces have
pulled back from Iraq’s cities, significantly lowering the profile of the U.S.
military ahead of a planned full withdrawal from the country.
Also, Barack Obama – seen by many
Muslims as more sympathetic to their
cause – is now in the White House in
place of Bush, whom many blamed for
unleashing Iraq’s turmoil. Moreover,
with some improvements in security,
some Iraqis are undecided on whether
the invasion was an unmitigated evil as
many long depicted it.
A spokesman who works for Bush in
his Dallas office declined to comment
Tuesday.
Talking to reporters after his release,
al-Zeidi said he only wanted to avenge
his country’s humiliation.

“Here I am, free, but my country
remains captive,” he said. “I confess that
I am no hero, but I was humiliated to
see my country violated, my Baghdad
burn and my people killed.”
His protest came on Bush’s final visit
to Iraq as president, on Dec. 14. At a
press conference, al-Zeidi shot up from
his chair and hurled his shoes toward
Bush at the podium, shouting “this is
your farewell kiss, you dog!” and “this is
from the widows, the orphans and those
who were killed in Iraq.”
Bush ducked twice to avoid being hit
and was unhurt. Al-Zeidi was wrestled
to the ground by journalists and security men. The protest was a deep embarrassment to Iraqi Prime Minister Nouri
al-Maliki, who was standing beside
Bush.
On Tuesday, a pale looking al-Zeidi,
in a dark suit, tie and a newly grown
beard, spoke emotively of the suffering
of Iraqis since 2003, citing that as the
motive for what he did.
“Simply put, what incited me toward
confrontation is the oppression that fell
upon my people and how the occupation wanted to humiliate my homeland
by placing it under its boots,” he said
in a prepared statement he read at the
offices of Al-Baghdadiya TV station,
where he works and where he went
immediately after his release.
He said senior officials from alMaliki’s government and Iraq’s army
tortured him with beatings, whippings
and electric shocks immediately after

his detention. At least two of al-Zeidi’s
teeth appeared to be missing when he
spoke at the TV station, but it was not
immediately clear whether he lost them
due to beatings.
Al-Zeidi also said he feared for his
life and claimed that U.S. agents wanted
to kill him.
In Washington, CIA spokesman
George Little dismissed that claim, saying, “That’s so foolish as to warrant no
further comment.”
State Department spokesman Ian
Kelly acknowledged that al-Zeidi had
made serious allegations of rights abuse.
“These kinds of accusation we take
very seriously, and we trust that the
Iraqi government will take them seriously, as well,” he said.
News of al-Zeidi’s release brought
jubilant scenes at his family home, a
modest apartment in a central Baghdad
commercial district.
Female relatives danced and ululated
when al-Zeidi called his brother Uday
to say that he was released. Men performed traditional dances and chanted
rhymed verses in his honor. Sweets
were handed to the two dozen reporters
present and glasses of sweetened fruit
drinks were given to motorists outside.
Sheep were slaughtered in his honor and
children wore their best clothes, with
little girls in satin and lace dresses and
boys in dark suits.
Haidar al-Zeidi, a 6-year-old nephew
of the reporter, recited a poem composed by his father Dargham. Its refrain

was “glory be to the shoes” and referred
to Bush as a blood sucker.
Al-Zeidi went from the TV station to
an undisclosed location for the night.
His brother Uday said the reporter will
travel Thursday to Greece for medical
checkups and because he had concerns
about his safety in Iraq. The owner of
Al-Baghdadiya, businessman Aoun alKhashloug, is based in Greece.
The Cairo-based lawyer for the channel, Anass al-Bayaty, said a private plane
commissioned by the owner was picking
al-Zeidi from Baghdad Tuesday night
and flying him to Syria before moving
on to Europe.
His brother Dargham said he would
return home after his medical checkup
in Greece to prepare for a tour of the
Arab countries to thank his supporters.
He added that they were also contemplating a law suit against Bush on behalf
of the Iraqi people.
Al-Zeidi was convicted of assault
in March, but his three-year prison
sentence was reduced to one because
he had no criminal record before the
shoe-throwing incident. He was released
three months early for good behavior.
His protest was widely celebrated in
Iraq and in Arab and Muslim worlds
as an act of defiance that spoke for millions who oppose the war in Iraq and
Afghanistan and Washington’s perceived bias in favor of Israel. It inspired
Internet games and T-shirts and led
some to try to offer their daughters to
him in marriage.

ClassifiedAds

Utah State University • Logan, Utah • www.aggietownsquare.com
For more information, Contact USU
Student Employment Office, TSC
106,
On-campus ads:
C429-96 Mowing $6.55/hr
C395-09 S I Leader For Usu 1360 003
$8.00/hr
C191-04 S I Leader Usu 1350 001 $8.00/
hr
C397-05 Research Technician BOE
C088-07 Software Developer Assistant
$8-$14, BOE
C005-04 Research Assistant $1500/
month
C160-06 Substitute Teacher 65.00 - 75.00
C320-05 Engineering Assistant BOE
C448-07 Customer Service- Tooele Distance Ed 8/hr
C337-08 Skyroom Server $6.00 per hour
plus Tips
C238-97 Clerk/secretary 6.55/hour
C097-10 Temporary Substitute Slp $25$35/hr, doe
C124-92 Speech Instructional Assistant
$5.85/hr
C540-08 Tutor For Math $8.00
C109-10 Political Science 3000 Tutor
$7.75
C027-09 Network Assistant DOE
C194-98 Undergrad Tas For Labs & Paper
Graders $8/hr
C123-10 Mortgage Default Coordinator/
counselor $10.00
C126-10 Teachers Aide 7.25
C134-09 Laboratory Technician minimum
$7.25
C202-09 Lab Assistant $8 plus DOE
C197-07 Research Assistant
C136-08 Housing Facilities Dispatch
$9.00 to $10.00/hr DOE
C145-10 Model $8 - $10 hr
C296-05 American Sign Lanugage Interpreter $14-$26+
c208-96 Tutor $7.25/hr
C033-06 Late Evening Custodian (part
Time) $6.55 per hour

C203-06 Manager
Off-Campus jobs:
3545 Quality Control Internship $14.00
5336 Product Demonstrator $10.00 an
hour
3142 Sales Representative $8.00 +commission
0328 Office Worker start @ $7.25
5519 Internet Support Technician $9/hour
5532 Graphic Designer 11
5539 Graphic Art & Design
0058 Assembly $8.25
5543 Food Service Workers $7.25/ hr
Starting pay
5555 Technical Support $9.00 - 11.75/
hour
5559 Customer Service Negotiable
5568 Sales Professional
5570 Sales Associate Neg
5575 Security/haunter 7.50
5577 Web Application Developer $11/
hour
5485 Zone Liaison Specialist GS-09, approx. $43,000/yr
5592 Tech Support - Graveyard $10.50
- $13.25/hour
5594 T-mobile Sales Associate 8.80 per
hour + commissio
5596 Accounting salary negotiable
5597 Crew Member 7.25
5605 Basketball Scorekeeper TRADE
5608 Graphic Designer $2-10 per design
5609 Sales/marketing Engineer negotiable
2282 Data Collection Specialist $8 starting
3065 File Clerk/courier/general Office
$7.75
5398 Marketing Team Member
5176 Help Wanted arranged
5469 Assistant Movers $10-15
5514 Legal Assistant DOE
5613 Deck Builder DOE
0201 Programmer Negotiable / BOE
5611 Baby Sitter $40 a week

5616 Receptionist $9.00
5619 Housekeeper $10/hr
5620 Sales Associates commission
5526 Staffing Manager $8.25
3307 Personal Aide $8.00
5621 Graphic Designer 10+
5624 Tumbling Coordinator Contract
(60/40 Split)
5627 Parent Tot Teacher
5625 Housekeeper Trade
5622 Tutor For Accounting 2010 10 per
hour
5626 Computer Programmer Based on
Experience
5630 Article And Blog Writer $10-12 an
hour, DOE
5629 Early Childhood Teacher $300/mo
5628 Appointment Setter $100+ per week
2002 Laundry/ Cleaning Helper $8/hr
5631 A Part-time Dining Room Server
7.25-8.00 DOE
5632 Nanny $600 month
5633 Production Operators 9.00 + shift
differential
5634 Office Manager
5635 Puppy Sitter 7.5 hourly

Motorcycles
Motorcycles/Scooters
2001 Honda Shadow VLX 600
Looking for a fun bike? This is a 2001
Honda Shadow VLX 600, 18,000 miles.
aftermarket rear lights, mirrors and
blue paint. Recently tuned, carburators
cleaned, new air cleaner. Loud throaty
exhaust for 600. asking $2600 OBO
Would like to sell before October!

Roommates
Rommate needed

See the Preacher on the TSC Plaza
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday OasisBooksOutreach.com Visit us at Oasis
Books 76 E 400 N in Logan 435-7538697

Private Female Contract - DEPOSIT
PAID!
This is a private room for rent in an awesome house just south of old main hill.
It is perfect for students not only because of the quick walk, but because it
is right across the street from a shuttle
bus stop which runs straight to the TSC
- great for those cold winter days!
There are eight private bedrooms in
the house. This one is teal, white and
black, but you can paint it however you
want! There are three bathrooms, two
fridges, a washer and dryer, a wood
floor in the dining room, and a spacious
living room.
Utilities aren’t included but they run cheap
because they are split eight ways. The
house does have cable and high speed
wireless internet. You can move in any
time and the contract runs through the
school year.
The girls are great and the atmosphere is
fun! Don’t miss out on this great place to
live. Call me at 801-674-6600 for more
info.
Textbooks

Bicycles
2009 Dawes Lightning Cross Cyclocross
Bike 53 cm, Black, 16 speed, In great
condition! Must Sell! $350. o.b.o

Anthropology 1010 text $50
Text for Anthropology 1010 by Richard H.
Crapo, Cultural Anthropology 5th Ed. At
bookstore used sells for $77.55. I’ll sell

If there is incomplete information on
any of these ads (phone number
missing, no e-mail, etc.) please see
complete ad listings at www.a-bayusu.com
Announcements
Announcements

Textbooks

for $50.00. Great condition, no highlighting. Call DeAnn (435) 890-2930. I’ll
deliver to you, or meet you on campus.
Geology 1110 Dynamic Earth
I dropped this class. The professor is
Thomas Lachmar. I have the lab book
and the text book. I welcome any reasonable offer on price. Both are in good
condition.
Apartments forfor
Rent rent
Apts.
Living and Learning Community Female
Shared Room For Sale! $1450 For
spring semester BRAND-NEW, clean,
spacious room with a beautiful view
of the valley! Right on campus next to
the TSC. New kitchenettes installed in
the Living room just this summer with
a sink, microwave, and fridge! Choose
a meal plan from minimums of 7 meals/
week. Call for more information 801230-4786
Old Main View Spring Semester Contract
Great location for USU students. Male
apt, Private room, Private bathroom.
Free internet and cable t.v. included!!
I’m graduating in December and will
sell the contract for cheap!
PRIVATE BEDROOM & BATH, spring
contract for sale Female apartment at
Crestwood/Brentwood (736 E 900 N)
available. Private bedroom and bath,
living room with new, comfortable
couches, kitchen with dishwasher!
Washer and dryer inside apartment,
close to campus (about a 5 minute
walk), air conditioning, free internet
and cable, great roomates (4 girls total). $1398 for the whole semster, great
deal! I am going to Russia and must sell
soon. If interested or have questions,
please call or text me at 801.400.2710

e-mail: ali.laugh13@gmail.com

Appliances

Appliances

GE Washing Machine for $200
Selling a GE washing machine. It’s in excellent condition, only a year old. It’s a 8
cycle, white. Asking $200 for it.
21” Television for $50
Selling a 21” television for $50. It’s in great
condition, never had any problems with
it. Perfect for Xbox, PSII, etc.

Autos for Sale

Autos for Sale

chevy corsica
a 1996 chevy corsica, runs but needs
work, would be a good car for getting
around town. Asking for $600 obo.
email milesferrorum@yahoo.com
Child Care
Child Care
LOOKING FOR DAYCARE? New openings available on Campus, in Aggie Village. Call 435-232-8472.
Childcare available!
I am a 26 year old graduate student at
USU who has been babysitting for
about 8 years. I will come to your home
and charge $8/hour for 1-2 kids, $10/
hour for 3-4 kids, and 5+ kids is negotiable. I have excellent references that I
will gladly supply upon request!

Furniture

Furniture

Wood Bookcase for $100
Selling a beautiful real, wood bookcase.
It’s very large; 6ft. high x 4ft. across x
1 ft. deep. It’s a light wood, good condition.
Dinning Room table for 4 selling for $75
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TimeOut
A collection of student-produced & syndicated
comics, puzzles, fun stuff ... and more
FREE classified ads!.

Reallity check

Brevity

Loose Parts • Blazek

F-Minus • Carillo

Scootah Steve • Steve Weller

stephen-weller@hotmail.com

Dilbert • Adams

It’s All About You • Murphy

&REE #LASSIFIED ADS FOR
535 3TUDENTS #HECK OUT
WHATS THERE AT WWW
AGGIETOWNSQUARE 0LACE
YOUR OWN AD   )TS
EASY "E A PART OF THE
!GGIE4OWN3QUARE
COMMUNITY
Selling a nice dinning room table that seats
four. Cherry wood for table top and seat
covers, black iron for legs and chair
backs. It’s in great condition, asking $75
for it.

Homes for Rent for Rent
Homes
Home for Rent - Just came available!
Home in Smithfield. For married couple or
small family. Nice lot, carport, washer/

M-L)and Women (sizes S-M)- Price
Varies (make offer)
Will also be selling my vehicle at the
beginning of December. First person to claim it gets it reserved! Only
want $2100! Mitsubishi Montero 1994
V6 4X4(100k Miles on engine - 207k
miles on the rest of the car)Runs and

dryer hookup, no pets, no smoking. Call
801-295-3102 or 801-719-8130 for info
or to see.
Jewelry
Jewelery
14 K Diamond Engagement Ring & Diamond
Wedding Band!! 14 K White Gold Diamond
engagement ring with a 14 K White Gold
Diamond wedding band. Purchased as
a replacement setting, never used. Appraised last week for $1500. Selling for
$750! Realizable.

2297 North Main, Logan
753-6444

$3

Miscellaneousfor Sale
Misc.

Transformers 2:
Revenge PG-13

Moving Sale Selling Everything!
I am moving in a few months and I need to
sell almost everything I own. I will make
a list of some of the items but call if you
are looking for something particular and
I may have it.
Fishing Pole -$20 Futon set w/decorative
feather pillows- $210 Love Chairs-$35
Each Dining Table-$90 Chairs/stools$5 Each Coffee Table (Solid Wood)$25 Dresser (Solid Wood-Mint Cond.7
Drawers)- $120 Full-Size Pillow-top
Matress (Very Good) - $220 Computer
Desk- $25 Winter Clothing Men (sizes

Funny People R
Daily 9:45

Daily 6:45, 9:35

G-Force PG

Ice Age 3 PG

Daily 4:20, 7:30
Daily 4:30, 7:30
Saturday 12:00, 2:00
Saturday 12:15, 2:45

Harry Potter and
the Half Blood
Prince PG-13

Up PG
Daily 4:30, 7:00
Saturday 12:30, 2:30

Daily 4:40
Hangover R
Saturday 11:45, 2:15 Daily 9:30
Saturday 12:30, 2:30

STADIUM 8

535 W 100 N, Providence

• TIME TRAVELER’S WIFE*

(PG-13) 12:45, 3:00, 5:15, 7:30, 9:45

• SORORITY ROW* (R)

12:50, 2:55, 5:00, 7:05, 9:15

• GI JOE RISE OF COBRA*

(PG-13) 1:20, 4:10, 6:50, 9:20

• JULIE AND JULIA*

(PG-13) 1:30, 4:00, 7:05, 9:40

LOGAN ART CINEMA

• SHORTS*(PG)

795 N Main St, Logan

1300 North Main• Located in the Cache Valley Mall
Food Court • Open 10-9 Mon-Sat, 12-5 Sun

FREE 32oz Drink
when you buy a Burger
(or sandwich) and fries

Show your USU ID and get
15% OFF any regular priced
burger, sandwich or combe
meal. Not valid with any
other offers.

12:50, 2:50, 4:50, 6:50, 8:50

Tickets $5.50 w/ Student ID

• 9* (PG-13)

• HURT LOCKER (R)

1:00, 3:00, 5:00, 7:00, 9:00

• GAMER*(R)

7:00, 9:30, SAT/SUN 4:30

UNIVERSITY 6

1:10, 3:10, 5:10, 7:10, 9:10

1225 N 200 E (Behind Home Depot)

• ALL ABOUT STEVE* (PG-13)
1:05, 3:10, 5:15, 7:20, 9:25

• G.I. JOE RISE OF COBRA*
(PG-13) 1:00, 3:30, 6:30, 9:30

• WHITEOUT* (R)

1:05, 3:10, 5:15, 7:20, 9:25

• THE FINAL DESTINATION* (R)
12:35, 2:20, 4:05, 5:50, 7:35, 9:35

MOVIES 5

2450 N Main Street

• INGLOURIOUS BASTERDS* • TIME TRAVELER’S WIFE (PG-13)
(R) 12:30, 3:25, 6:20, 9:15

4:05, 6:45, FRI/SAT 9:05

• SORORITY ROW* (R)

• PONYO (G)

• THE FINAL DESTINATION* (R)

• 500 DAYS OF SUMMER* (PG-13)

• WHITEOUT* (R)

• PROPOSAL

12:30, 2:45, 5:00, 7:15, 9:30

12:35, 2:20, 4:05, 5:50, 7:35, 9:35
1:00, 3:10, 5:20, 7:30, 9:40
MIDNIGHT SHOWS FRIDAY & SATURDAY
UNIVERSITY 6 ONLY $5.50
*NO PASSES OR DISCOUNT TICKETS

Canon Pixma PRO9000MkII Printer
(Brand
New, Never Opend) The Lowest price
you could find is $349(include mailin-rebate but didn’t include shipping)I
ask for $300 and you can take from
my home directly. It’s fast, easy and
simple. You can also take my receipt to
get 1 year warranty of the printer. High
Performance Photo Printing up to 13” x
19” for Professional Quality. Color: Up
to 4800 x 2400 dpi. Software included:

Setup Software & User’s Guide CDROM PIXMA Pro9000 Mark II Printer
Driver Adobe Photoshop Elements 6
Easy-PhotoPrint EX Easy-PhotoPrint
Pro9 Solution Menu Refer to: http://www.
usa.canon.com/consumer/contrMusical InstrumentsInst.
Musical
Free Player Piano (if you can move it)
Player piano feature doesn’t work most of
the time, but sometimes does. Possibly
can be repaired. Out of tune, but otherwise a nice piano. Needs a good home.
If you can move it, you can have it. Call
DeAnn (435) 890-2930.

    

Pearl Jam tickets!
Each ticket is 80 dollars. There are two
available. The Pearl Jam concert is on
September 28.

Cowboy Burger

drives great. Excellent winter vehicle!
Tires are still in good shape (Maybe 1
1/2 years old) Needs a new radio but
speakers and tweeters work fine.

4:00, 6:30 Fri/Sat 9:00

4:10, 7:10, Fri/Sat 9:10

(PG-13) 4:15, 6:55 Fri/Sat 9:25

• EXTRACT (R)

4:25, 7:10, Fri/Sat 9:25

%' $ "'!#'!", &%''+%&)--"
Crossword
Puzzler • MCT
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StatesmanBack Burner

Wednesday

Sept. 16
- Study Abroad photo exhibition,

Today is Wednesday,
Sept. 16, 2009. Today’s
issue of The Utah
Statesman is published
especially for Joe Johnson,
junior in international
studies, from Chicago, Ill.

Almanac
Today in History: In
1620, the Mayflower
sailed from Plymouth,
England, bound for the
New World with 102
passengers headed for
Virginia. The colonists
– half religious dissenters and half entrepreneurs – had been
authorized to settle by
the British Crown.

Weather

Twain Tippets Gallery, all day
- USU organic produce sale, TSC Patio,
11 a.m. - 2 p.m.

Thursday

Sept. 17
- Study Abroad photo exhibition,
Twain Tippets Gallery, all day
- Women’s tennis, BYU Invitational

Friday

Sept. 18
- Car Free Fridays, all day
- Study Abroad photo exhibition,
Twain Tippets Gallery, all day
- Women’s soccer at Washington, 8
p.m.
- Volleyball at Kent State, noon and 5
p.m.
- Women’s tennis, BYU Invitational
- Dave Matthews tribute concert, USU
Amphitheater, 7 p.m.

High: 79° Low: 49°
Skies: Partly cloudy
with 20 percent
chance showers and
thunderstorms.

Student deadlines You need to know....

Brain Waves • B. Streeter

Registrar’s Office deadlines –
Sept. 15 - Oct. 23. Drop shows as
W on transcript. Sept. 15 - Dec.
4. $100 Late-add fee assessed for
each class added.

Aggie mountain bike race:
Short track at Renegade Sports
Sept. 18 at 3:45 p.m. Cross country
at Sherwood Hills Sept. 19 at 9
a.m. Check out www.usucycling.
com for more info.
The ORC will be hosting
Phi Alpha Theta Opening Social. canoeing and a dutch oven dinner
Our opening social is Sept. 16
Sept. 17 starting at 5 p.m. Cost is
in Main 203 at 6:30 p.m. Come $5. Please sign up at the ORC no
play history jeopardy and get
later than Sept 16. at 6 p.m.
some Aggie Ice Cream.
The ORC kayaking class every
Friday at 7:30 p.m. in the HPER
pool. We will cover basic kayaking
Come take a look at photogskills. Kayaks are provided, please
raphers’ work from the Study
no outside boats. Cost is $5.
Abroad program in Scotland.
Chemistry and biochemRuns Sept. 2-19. Reception on
istry departmental seminar is
Sept. 4 from 5-9 p.m. in the
Sept. 16 at 4 p.m. in ESLC 046.
Twain Tippets Gallery in the
Speaker will be Yitzhak Tor from
Fine Arts Building.
UC San Diego, titled “Exploring
RNA Recognition Events using
Fluorescent Nucleosides.”
Engineers Without Borders
Aggie Blue Bikes Ladies Night
Opening Social is Sept. 17 at
is back. Need to fix your bike but
5:30 p.m. in ENGR 205. Learn
don’t know how? Don’t be afraid
how to get involved in engineer- to come to ladies night and learn
ing-based projects in Mexico,
how to fix everything on your
Peru and Uganda. All majors are bike. Sept. 16, 6-8 p.m. at Aggie
welcome to be involved in this
Blue Bikes. Bring your bike and a
club.
friend.
Have you ever wondered who
you can talk to about classes that
The Student Organic Farm at
is your age and is going through
USU is a student-run organizathe same things as you? Well take
tion aimed at providing educa- advantage of the Peer Advising
tional opportunities and fresh, program. Find out who your peer
organic produce for the suradvisor is at www.usu.edu/peers.
rounding community. Produce
Tau Beta Sigma is having a
from the farm is sold at the TSC fundraising car wash in the
Patio on Wednesdays from 11
Wendy’s parking lot, 1305 N.
a.m. - 2 p.m.
Main, Sept. 19 from 10 a.m. - 2
p.m. $5 per wash.
Religion in Life: Sept. 18 at
President Stan Albrecht will
11:30 am in the LDS Institute
be interviewed on Fusion HD3
Cultural Hall. The speaker will
Sept. 18 from 2-4 p.m. Listen
be Craig Jessop, former director
online at www.radio.usu.edu.
of the Mormon Tabernacle Choir
and current head of the USU music
department.
USU Guitar Club presents
Friday Night Activity: Sept.
Dave Matthews Band Cover
18 from 8-11 p.m. at the LDS
Concert Sept. 18 at 7 p.m. at the Institute. Come dance to a wide
Amphitheater. Free admission. variety of music performed by a
Come listen to your favorite
live band. Enjoy delicious refreshsongs.
ments and dance the night away.

Phi Alpha Theta

Photography

Music classes

Moderately Confused • Stahler

Organic farm

Albrecht on Fusion

USU Guitar Club

More Calendar and FYI
listings, Interactive Calendar
and Comics at
www.aggietownsquare.com
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